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ASUOP president demands tuition explanation;
administration offers breakdown on cost increases

CHRISTOPHER S. SHULTZ
Pacifican staff writer

Faced by student concern over
next year's 5.5 percent tuition in
crease, the Atchley administration
has released a breakdown of where
the monies will go.
Merit and need-based financial
aid, faculty salaries, departmental
budgets and the library will all receive
more funding under a proposal sent
out over the campus e-mail system by
President Bill L. Atchley.
"It takes a 3.8 percent increase
just to cover the coming year's salary
increases and any inflation we may
have," Atchley said last Friday. "I
wanted to keep it [the tuition in
crease] at 5 percent, but the Board
went to 5.5 [percent]."
Basic tuition will rise 5.5 percent
under the plan approved by the Board
of Regents, while fees for room and
board, the health center and student
activities remain at the 1994-1995
levels.
The overall cost of a UOP educa
tion for the 35 percent of students

who live in campus housing will in
crease 4.1 percent, while costs for stu
dents who live off-campus will vary
according to the expense of their ac
commodations.
"This 4.1 percent overall increase
is part of our attempt to maintain
tuition and fee costs commensurate
with the overall cost of living in
creases," Atchley said in his e-mail
message.
ASUOP President Camron Bailey
demanded
to
know
the
administration's rationale for the in
crease at a meeting last week. The fol
lowing day, a story in The Pacifican
detailed the run-around administra
tors gave reporter Jeanne Castleman
as she tried to discover what cost in
creases led the administration to in
crease tuition.
"I have angry students asking,
'Why did this occur?' Bailey said. " I
need an answer for these people."
Bailey asked Atchley for a final
breakdown so he could tell students
where the increases were needed.
"If you're going to levy a tax on
customers or citizens, you need to

have a justification," Bailey said. "We
stand to lose a couple of students,
maybe a lot of students, to higher
tuition."
The University Budget Commit
tee - made up of faculty, students,
staff and administrators - first sug
gested the increase, according to both
Atchley and Bailey.
"The budget committee - which
Camron serves on - recommended a
5 percent increase," Atchley said. "I
wanted 5 percent, but the Board [of
Regents], in its finance committee,
felt they needed to go to 5.5 [percent]
to give a boost to salaries and finan
cial aid."
Bailey insists that both he and
Ryan Denham, the other student on
the committee, voted against the in
crease because they did not feel stu
dents were being served.
"I don't think the rationale ex
isted," Bailey said. "I don't think stu
dents were in the equation to begin
with. We should be right in the front.
We should be No. 1. That sounds selfSee Tuition, page 2

New slate of
officers elected
for ASUOP
MELISSA DUDLEY
Pacifican staff writer
Christie Dickey, a sophomore and
current speaker of the senate, has
been elected ASUOP President for
1995-1996.
"I wasn't sure if I was ready to
move on, but I decided that this was
a perfect time, and there was no sense
waiting one more year," Dickey said
after last weeks victory. She was the
only candidate on ballot and faced
only write in opposition.
Dickey's main goal is to improve
communication and publicity on
campus. Student elections are a per
fect example. Last year over 100
people voted, and even more cast
See ASUOP elections, page 2

lection worker Kerry O'Connor (right) waits for Heidi Van Andel to cast her
nllnt hi lnct wppk's ASIJOP elections.
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African Peace Committee
The African Peace Committee
will come to UOP on Mar. 29, be
tween 6-9 p.m. in Bechtel Center
and on Mar. 30 in room 170 of the
Classroom Building. The commit
tee is made up of diverse members
representing several African coun
tries. Members include Ezekiel
Pajibo, a Liberian who came within
12 hours of being executed due to
his student leadership activities in
Liberia and Samuel Keteou from
Cote D'lvoire who has written ex
tensively on the history and eco
nomics of West Africa.
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Library adds two databases
The library has recently added
two new databases to Pacificat, their
on-line catalog.
Expanded Academic Index pro
vides indexing and partial abstract
ing of 1500+ scholarly and general
interest periodicals. Business Index
covers over 900 business, manage
ment, and trade journals—plus in
dexing to The Wall Street Journal
the financial section of The New
York Times, The Asian Wall Street
Journal, and The Financial Times of
Canada. Both indexes provide cov
erage for articles published from
1992 to the present.

Craduation announcements
Orders for personalized gradu
ation announcements can be
placed through Jostens. They will
be on campus Mar. 29 through the
Mar. 31. There will be generic invi
tations for sale through the
McCaffrey Student Center Informa
tion Area located in the Student
Lounge (University Center). If you
have any questions regarding invi
tations, please call 946-2171.

General Motors presentation
Delta Sigma Pi, the professional
business fraternity, will be present
ing their marketing strategy for
General Motors to GM/Chevy ex
ecutives and Sgro Promo represen
tatives on Tuesday, March 28 from
2-4 p.m.
The General Motors Marketing
Internship (GMMI) is a grassroots
marketing program designed by
Sgro Promo Associates. It gives
General Motors and participating
GM dealerships the opportunity to
gain visibility in, and acquire
knowledge about, the important
and elusive college market.

Tuition

ASU0P elections

continued from page 1
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ish, but that's the way it has to be."
In addition to the tuition in
crease, Atchley hopes to cut costs
through a review of expenses.
"I think there has to be a total
evaluation across the campus to see
where we can be much more effi
cient," he said. "I'm not sure we can
have 100 majors across the campus.
Maybe we need to teach a little harder
and a little more. When you do that,
[you need to] increase the salaries in
some proportion. A combination of
all that needs to be looked at.I think
we'll find we can save some money
on this campus."
UOP ranked 10th in overall cost
when compared with comparable
California private institutions in
1990-1991. By 1993, UOP had
dropped to 14th place on the list due
to small increases in tuition and fees.
"We remained at the 14th posi
tion this year," Atchley said. "We are
extremely proud of our modest in
creases compared to the increases of
other California schools during this
period of financial uncertainty."

ballots during the March 15 and 16
elections, said Dickey.
Gwen Twist, elected Sophomore
Senator, said she wanted to get more
involved in school activities and to
meet more of her classmates.
"I never know what's going on
here on campus," Twist said, "Hope
fully with my big mouthI can spread
the word about what's happening."
Dickey also wants to increase
school pride, which she feels has
dropped in the two short years that
she has been here. She hopes that
with the help of the campus commu
nity, this goal can be accomplished.
"It shouldn't take a football game
or a UNLV basketball game to pull out
the pride," Dickey said. "We know it's
there, we saw it."
There will be a lot of changes go
ing on next year, changes that will
affect ASUOP and the student body.
Donald DeRosa will take over as
UOP's president, a new ASUOP Direc
tor will be hired, and a new assistant
dean for student activities will be
found—a position once held by
Patrick Naessens.
"DeRosa is different than
Atchley," said Dickey. "This is a per
fect opportunity to start on the right
foot."
Similar changes are taking place
within ASUOP. Several paid ASUOP
positions are open to applicants for
next year, and must be filled.
Dickey feels that students need to
realize that they are paying $52.50 a
semester for ASUOP, and that they
need to find out what these activities
are.
"UOP has a lot going for us," said
Dickey. "Now that we are not in dan
ger with our accreditation problem
and now that WASC isn't breathing
down our necks, 1 think that it is a
prefect time to remember that we still
have a lot of places to improve, and
there will be a lot of changes all over
campus."
Everyone running for a position
must collect 100 signatures of fulltime students in their same class,
have a 2.5 GPA, attend candidate
meetings and follow election guide
lines.
Senior Senator positions were
awarded to Erik Willens and Travis
Bauer. Junior Senators are Matt
Kimmich and Kirsten Peterson. For
the Sophomore Senator positions,
Gwen Twist received the highest vote
count for one of the positions, and
there was a tie between Jeb Burton
and Annie Wallace for the remaining
position. The run-off election will
only be open to freshman who will
be sophomores next year.

Setting ii Straight
Due to an editing error, last
week's story on the Greek Awards
Ceremony did not contain the
names of many of the winners. A
complete list of winners follows.
Greek Awards
Outstanding Scholarship Program
Kappa Alpha Theta

Most Improved Scholarship
Sigma Alpha Epsilon

Most Improved Chapter
Alpha Chi Omega

Outstanding Community Service Program
Alpha Chi Omega

Creek Chapter of the Year
Delta Delta Delta

Chapter Advisor of the Year
Jennifer Paul Held, Delta Gamma

Chapter President of the Year
Jennifer Kohnen, Delta Delta Delta

Creek Man of the Year
Geoff Miller, Phi Delta Theta

Creek Woman of the Year
Kendra McCord, Alpha Chi Omega

We want to make sure the stories
in the newspaper are correct. If an
error has been made, please con
tact Editor-in-Chief Chris Shultz by
telephone at (209) 946-2115 or on
the Internet at:
CSHULTZ@VMS1.CC.UOP.EDU
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Changes and choices
jn employee insurance
JEANNE castleman
pacifican guest writer

your insurance company, except
F
yours)

PAGE3

WASC Updotp

UOP commended, cautioned
in letter from accrediting body

OON-Out of Network (any doc
UOP employees selecting new
tor or medical group not favored of CHRISTOPHER S. SHULTZ
medical benefits only had to make
"imping
Pacifican staff writer
your insurance company)
three decisions: Single or family plan,
'ysonlev,
UCR-Usual and Customary Rates
what type of coverage and which in
The letter from the Western As
(the average charge for a medical ser
^uborough
surance company.
sociation
of Schools and Colleges
vice, according to your insurance
Of the three problems, the first
confirming UOP's accreditation ar
company)
didn't present any challenge. No spe
Blue Cross Point of Service also rived last week. It commends the
cial skills were needed to decide be
requires
the choice of a medical group university for its progress and praises
,c
' Hayward
tween single or family coverage.
from a predetermined list. Different the controversial faculty letter sent to
WASC.
There was one price if the employee
rules apply: pick a doctor and a group,
' Carda,
picked single, and a different price if
UOP's full re-affirmation of
with the freedom to visit any other
fe,)oe)
accreditation, announced by Regents'
the employee picked family, regard
doctor or any other group, whether
Visaya,
Chairman Bob Monagan two weeks
less of the number of dependents.
referred or not. Cost of Blue Cross
ago, came after three years of inten
The choice between Kaiser's HMO
Point of Service: $73.84 a month
sive efforts to improve planning, fi
plan, Blue Cross's HMO plan, or Blue
($886.08 a year) on the family plan.
nances and leadership on the cam
Cross's POS plan was far more diffi
Add $10 for each doctor visit (but
pus.
cult. The hardest part was making
only at the medical group chosen
The commission acted to remove
that decision based on the jargon
from the list) and $5 for each generic
the
warning sanction imposed in
used to explain the plans.
prescription (name brands $10). But
1992
and reaffirm UOP's accredita
"It's a bit of a pain, but things will
it isn't that simple. The costs vary, and
tion at its March 1 meeting. In addi
get sorted out," said Caroline Eads,
they don't pay 100% of visits to other
tion, the commission:
administrative assistant at KUOP,
groups. There is a deductible. Having
required a report from the uni
while she selected a plan offered by
the freedom to choose any doctor is
versity
by March 15, 1996 detailing
Blue Cross.
the selling point of this plan.
progress
made on implementing the
Anyone unfamiliar with insur
The confusion about Blue Cross strategic plan based on "clearly estab
ance abbreviations experienced some
wasn't limited to staff.
lished and realistic financial plans
degree of difficulty following the ex
"It was a learning experience," and priorities;"
planations. Knowing what words the
said Timothy Davis, UOP human re
• requested a copy of the
letters stood for wasn't sufficient. Se
source systems specialist, "even for university's financial statement for
lecting the right coverage required
the people in this office experienced 1995-1996;
knowing what the words meant.
with health insurance. We still have
• scheduled a special visit in the
Here is a brief explanation of the
new ideas to get straight and new fall of 1997 to check on progress in
three plans.The Kaiser offering re
terms to learn, even though we're all planning, governance and finances;
quired learning one new term: HMOexperienced with most of the con and
Health Maintenance Organization
cepts."
• requested a meeting with UOP
'your medical group: an assortment
Employees will be saving approxi president-elect Donald V. DeRosa as
of doctors in one location)
mately $150 to $165 a year with the soon as possible.
Kaiser is virtually self-contained.
new insurance plans, depending on
All services, except a hospital, are in
how many people select which plans,
one building, including vision care,
according to John Weis, chair of the
The letter from the
prescription service and laboratory
university medical benefits commit
accrediting commission
u°rk. Hospitalization is at Dameron.
tee.
kaiser costs $77.64 a month ($931.68
"UOP estimates a savings of
commends the progress
a year) on the family plan. Add $3
$500,000 to $600,000 per year," Weis
f°r each prescription and the math is
said. The projected figures include all
made in the last three
none. All available doctors are there
three campuses.
years, but cautions that
The decision for employees
and the patient must see one of them.
Convenience is Kaiser's asset.
wasn't between companies. It had
much remains to be done.
become a matter of meeting personal
I he Blue Cross California Care
Plan added one more new term: PCPneeds by selecting a plan offering
convenience, a plan offering
rimary Care Physician, (formally
The letter from the accrediting
l°ur family doctor)
economy or a plan offering freedom commission commends the progress
Blue Cross California Care re
of choice.
made in the last three years, but cau
"We all suspected that because of tions that much remains to be done.
tires the choice of one particular
the growing cost of health care there
°ctor within a medical group on a
The letter said the faculty and the
would need to be changes," said UOP
Predetermined list. The rules: pick a
board of regents must re-evaluate
Ocfor and a group, then don't visit
staff member Bridget Parks, KUOP's their priorities and roles. "A new
any other doctor or any other group,
marketing director. "It's a lot easier
5resident cannot succeed if either the
to think about change when it's float board or the faculty fails to be both
Unless referred. Cost of Blue Cross
ing in the ether then when it applies tough-minded and open-minded
al'fornia Care: $52 a month ($624
to your own health care. I think my about the difficult choices that lie
a year) on the family plan. Add $5
new health care choice will be good,
°r each doctor visit and $5 for each
ahead and the need to work to
but it is annoying to have to change gether," the report noted.
§eneric prescription (name brands
doctors." Kaiser's plan was her choice.
**0)- Economy is the plus with this
The commission praised progress
Any employee that feels the need
in the three deficient areas, but noted
to switch plans will have that oppor
The Blue Cross Point of Service
that in "each of these three
tunity during a second open enroll areas...further progress is needed."
P'an added several new terms:
ment session planned for this com- ( The commission hopes that the
•
PPO-Pr.eferred Provider Organizaing fall.
"°h'tanyTnedfcaf group- farvored'by
",s^Cardeo

progress becomes "embedded in the I
university culture."
In regards to governance, the I
commission was impressed with the [
"commitment and involvement"
shown by the regents, specifically
Regents' Chairman Bob Monagan, in
assuring that governance was
strengthened and "active faculty con
sultation in governance will con-1
tinue."
The commission noted that " a
promising start has been made" in
strategic planning, but that the "goals |
of the Strategic Plan have not been
translated into realistic financial

The commission
commended the university
for balancing the budget
and establishing a debtreduction plan, but
remained concerned about
the "size of the deficit, the
reliance of the law school
and dental school surpluses
to cover" the deficit, and
"the need for the University
to continue its recent
positive performance."
plans and budget priorities."
The commission commended the
university for balancing the budget
and establishing a debt-reduction
plan, but remained concerned about
the "size of the deficit, the reliance
of the law school and dental school
surpluses to cover" the deficit, and
"the need for the university to con
tinue its recent positive perfor
mance."
In a side note, the report notes
that the commission read the contro
versial letter sent by the Academic
Council as "an indication of the
faculty's concern for and commit
ment to the future of the university."
The controversy over the letter, de
tailed in last week's issue of The Paci
fican, culminated in both President
Bill L. Atchley and Monagan accus
ing the faculty of trying to undermine
their efforts to obtain full re-affirma
tion of accreditation.
The faculty were criticized by
WASC in 1991 for not taking an ac
tive enough role in institutional de
cision making.

Campus Crime Report

Students cite visibility, football
as critical issues for new president
ALYSON LEVY
Pacifican staff writer

UJ
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Hopes are high, problems are
plentiful, and students are more than
willing to offer free advice to incom
ing President Donald DeRosa about
what his priorities should be once he
arrives on campus.
When asked what the goals of the
new president should be about, 40
UOP students informally answered
with a wide variety of problems and
solutions. The most popular answer
was about the need for better rela
tions between the president and both
the faculty and students.
"1 know some students who have
been here four years and still don't
know what President Atchley looks
like," said senior Gina Visaya.
"He definitely needs to get more
involved with student body. Don't
drive his Cadillac from his office to
his home. Like walk around campus
and have something, maybe on the
afternoons, where we could talk to
him," said senior Cathy Wheatley.
"He should create more unity
within the students, faculty and ad
ministration," said junior Karie Lord.
This is not the only type of rela
tionship that students feel needs to
be strengthened. The second most
popular reply was the need for more
race interaction and for a larger mi
nority population in general.
"UOP should make known its
availability to more minority stu

dents," said senior Lance Hawkins.
Football was another issue on the
minds of UOP students.
"We just had a winning season
and they're still talking about cancel
ing the football program," said fresh
man Bernard Missouri, Jr. "They need
to decide once and for all whether
were going to have a program or not.
If so, then the school needs to sup
port us by attending the games. They
get in for free."
Not all students were as support
ive of the football team. "The money
that is spent on football might be
better used to keep tuition down, in
stead of the tuition hike they just
announced," said sophomore Kelly
Tallant.
The problem that ranked fourth
on the minds of students has already
been solved: UOP's accredidation was
reaffirmed by WASC last week.
Fifth on the student gripe list was
UOP's academic situation. Junior Lori
Lischner answered, "The new presi
dent should focus on academics;
classes need to be improved and pro
fessors should be re-evaluated."
Last, but certainly not least, was
the condition of the campus and the
dorms. "We need air conditioning
and the shower and the bathrooms
really suck. It's totally unsanitary to
live there, basically," said freshman
Stasia Melton. "There are ants all over
our walls already, like in the summer
time. It's like, hello, we can't even live
in our rooms," she said.

COMING UP

Thefts
Tampering with
Fire Alarm System

A diamond-ruby ring was stolen from
Southwest residence hall on Mar. 8.
A crew bag, day runner and books were
stolen from the Art Quonset o n Mar. 13.

On Mar. 11, a fire alarm pull station was
pulled in Southwest.

On Mar. 14, two backpacks and their con
tents were stolen from the library.
Arrest
On Mar. 11, there was an arrest on Larry
Heller Drive for an outstanding traffic war
rant.
On Mar. 14, a S10,000 warrant arrest was
made in Parking Lot 13 (Tennis Courts).
Vandalism
Two tires were slashed on Stadium Drive
on Mar. 8.

Did you know?
Classes are now available on campus for
the use of "tear gas" as a deterrent to at
tack. This short class will permit you to
purchase a canister of tear gas to be used
for personal protection. Call Public Safety
at 946-2537 to register.
During this period of time, Public Safety
officers provided 51 hours of foot patrol
to the campus, provided 11 escorts, found
3 open doors, and contacted 18 suspicious
persons. Officers also assisted 14 stranded
motorists.

Auto Theft
On Mar. 10, a 1986 Honda (unlocked) was
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Pacifican starts search for
top editors for 1995-96
DR. JAMES SIMON
Pacifican faculty adviser
The Pacifican is seeking appli
cants for the paid jobs of editor-inchief and business manager for the
1995-96 school year.
Once selected, the new editor-inchief will then launch a search for
candidates for other top editorial jobs
at the newspaper for next fall.
Applications for the two top po
sitions are available at the Pacifican
office in Hand Hall. Students inter
ested in the two jobs should submit
their applications by March 28. The
UOP Publications Board is tentatively
scheduled to choose the winning can
didates at its meeting March 30.
The editor-in-chief is ultimately
responsible for all aspects of the news
paper, from the content to its finances
and dealings with the administration.
The current editor-in-chief, Christo
pher Shultz, is graduating.
Students with good organiza
tional skills, writing ability and an
interest in campus affairs are encour
aged to apply.
The business manager is directly
responsible for the budgeting, mar
keting, advertising and all other busi
ness-related functions of the newspa
per. Students with a strong back
ground in accounting, advertising
and management are encouraged to
apply for the position.
Due to the recent success of the
business manager, UOP student fees
are used to pay for only 25% of The
Pacifican's $90,000-a-year budget.
Advertising revenue covers the bal
ance. A recent national survey
showed most college newspapers rely
on student fees to cover more than
50% of their costs.
The Publications Board, which
will fill the two positions, is com
posed of members of the administra

tion, faculty and student groups. It
approves the newspaper's budget, sets
general policy for the paper and
serves as a sounding board for com
ments by the UOP community.
UOP students also are encouraged
to seek the other editorial positions
at the newspaper. While the new editor-in-chief will make the final deci
sion on the lineup of jobs, the posi
tions will probably be similar to the
current jobs listed in the newspaper's
masthead on page 2 of every edition.
The current jobs are: managing edi
tor, news editor, assistant news edi
tor, opinion editor, arts and entertain
ment editor, features editor, sports
editor, and calendar editor.
Finally, the newspaper also relies
on a staff of writers who cover hard
news like campus issues and sporting
events, write opinion pieces and also
cover softer events like movie reviews,
trend and lifestyle stories. Some of the
writing positions also can carry a sti
pend.
Students interested in any of the
positions also can receive academic
credit through an independent study
or practicum.
Students with any high school or
college newspaper, yearbook or maga
zine experience are encouraged to
apply. English, political science and
communication department majors
also are specifically encouraged to
seek the positions.
This year the Pacifican staff is very
diverse in terms of gender, Greek in
volvement, class year and academic
major. While many college newspa
pers are run by primarily by commu
nication majors and upperclassmen.
The Pacifican often has had more
non-communication majors than
communication majors involved.
This year it also has three freshmen
editors in an effort to build a strong
base for the future.

YOUR
DEGREE
YOUR
MAJOR
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.!( XSTENS
Date: March 29-31 and April 3-4
Time: 10-3
Place: McCaffrey Center

Color Copies .99<fc
Copies 5Each...
Whether you're copying an important document,
or a school paper, recipes from a friend or a proposal
for a major client, stop by your neighborhood Pak Mail Store.

4719 Quail Lakes Dr.

478-9827
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Wc Ship Anything, Anywhere

The Best Way To Save Money On Stuft
(Other Than Borrowing Your Roommate's.)
Roommates tend to get weird when you borrow their stuff. (They re funny

MasterCard
SHIS

345b ISRO

0000

SANDY

that.) Better to get yourself a MasterCard card. Then
you could use it to buy the things you really want.

i®3 2/96

SLASER

And with these College MasterValues" coupons, you'll save up to 40%. And until
I

you get your own place, it's the smartest thing you can do. Roommates are weird
enou gh as it is. MasterCard. It's more than a credit card. It's smart money.

UMMSR

SPORTS.

FREE Pair of Shorts (A $23 Value)
Run away with savings and our shorts, too. Receive
a FREE pair of shorts (a *23 value), when you pur
chase *65 or more on your next catalog order and
use your MasterCard* card. Call 1-800-551-5558
for a free catalog or to place an order. Mention offer
#RRH-<)72().
( frfer valid 2/1/95 c> S/117'IS, ( frfer valid only
on purchases using .1 M.isteK drd* card I loupon
cannot be- combined with any other disc mints,
points or offers. ( hie free pair of shorts
per

COLLEGE
/l'festerVa\u£»'

SAVE 25% ON THE BEATLES'
GREATEST HITS ON CD
Choose either the Red album, with hits from 1%2
to 1966 (26 hits including: A Hard Day's Night,
Ticket To Ride and Help) or the 13lue album. 1967
to 1070 (28 hits including: Sgt. Pepper's Lonely
Hearts Club Band. All You Need Is Love, and
Revolution). Buy one 2-CD set for 125.98 (a 131.98
value) or get the pair of CD sets for 147.98. To
order call I -800-31.3-3323.
Offer v.DNT l/l/'is til S/ll/'lS Offer VJIHI imly n
purchases using .1 MasteK '.arit* card, t frier may no
be conilniKsl with any other offer or discount.
Shipping and handling additional ($3.50 per
address in the U.S.A.) Please add applicable sales
tlx Offer void where prohibited

HCarnhal

THE MOST HOPTLAK CRUSE USE IN THE WORLD!.

/IRTQiKVED

CRUISE AND SAVE, PLUS
RECEIVE A FREE FANNY PACK*

Collage Jewelry

SAVE UP TO $120
Your college ring, from ArtCarved, is a keepsake
you'll always treasure. Save $30 on 10K gold. $60
on 14K gold or $120 on 18K gold. Call 1-800952-7002 for more details.
(frfer valid 2/1 ''IS to 5/ll/'»5 tfrier valid
onlv on purchases using a MasteK .ard* card.
(oupon may not be combined with any
other i oupon or diss mint I frier ikies not
apply to shipping and handling Limit one
order per person Some lumtatioiis may apply

IfestetValu^
T I M i

:aifGf

AfestefValueS

Cruise the "Fun Ships11"and save up to $400 per
cabin on 3- or 4-day cruises when you use your
MasterCard*' card. Cruise for as little as $299 per
person. 3rd and 4th passengers cruise FREE! Call
1-800-352-3454 for information and bookings.
West Coast callers dial: 1-800-633-0220.
Ask lor COLLEGE MasterValues* Savings! CMrer vahd on scdeaed ^I'mgs^
through 1995. holid.iv blackouts apply Must book by 5/31/15 Otter valid
only on purchases using a MasteK ard* i ard Rates are per person, double
occupancy, cruise-onlv with air add-ons available
Tort charges/fees and taxes an- additional Offer
subject to availability and not combmoble with
any other discount Ship's Registry Liberia.
Bahamas • Double-ripper nylon "parachute"
pack with black adjustable waist strap

AfetetVak**
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EXrs"s

Save 15% On Your Next Purchase

Save 40%
Join the club...and save 40% off the *25, three-year mem
bership fee when you use your MasterCard* card. Enjoy
discounts of up to 50% on contact leases, glasses, designer
sunglasses and much more at "America's #1 Vision C^are
Service". For more details, call 1-800-USA-LENS and
mention offer #101.

Offer and coupon valid 2/1/45 to 5/31/95.
Offer valid only on purchases using a
MasteK .ard* card. Offer void where
pjohibucd by law.

Your dorm or apartment could use a few changes.
You could use a good deal. Pier 1 can supply both.
We'll take 15% off your total purchase of all regular
price items, from colorful pillows to fun framed art.
All the supplies school calls for, plus 15% off when
you use your MasterCard*1 card at Pier 1.
Offer and coupon valid 2/1 /'»5 to 5/31/95 < Xfer valid only on purclupneed Imerchandise onlv.
using a M.isteK .arct* can! Offer valid on regular priced
excludes clearance and sale items, delivery ami otherservice charges.C .oupon
must be redeemed at the nine ot purchase (frier does not apply to prior
purchases and cannot he used to purchase (lift
Certificates Coupon is not valid in combination
with any other coupon or discount Coupon is
valid at all Pier 1 company stores and partici
pating franchise stores. Coupon

.OLLEGf

IfeterVaW^'

Offer Not Valid Without This Coupon.

-SOOTHE ROSE"
Save $2 Off A CD Or Cassette
Here's music to your ears...save *2 on one CD or
cassette pneed *8.99 or more when you use your
MasterCard* card. One *2 discount per coupon.
COUPON #493
Offer and coupon valid 2/1/45 to 5/31/95 Offer valid only on pur
chases using a MastcKTrd* card. Cash redemption value 1/20. Offer
void where prohibited, taxed or restricted Coupon
may not be combined with ^ny other discount
Limit one CI) or cassette per order Excludes
^_CjjLLEG£_
sale merchandise.

Offer Not Valid Without This Coupon.

© 1995 MasterCard International Incorporated

^festerV^hJC^
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MOTOPHOTO

for a change

SAVE UP TO 25%
Show the special people in your life how much
you care! Save 20% on all floral arrangements and
gift baskets of *28.45 or more, and get 25% off a
dozen roses when you use your MasterCard* card.
Call 1-800-THE-ROSE before 1pm and have your
special gift delivered the same day!
Offer valid 2/1/95 to 5/31/95. Offer valid only on purchases using a
MasteK Ard* card. Offer valid on products priced $28.45 or more.
Applicable sales tax and service charges are additional. ,
Coupon is not valid with jny other special offer
or discount. Offer valid only on dehvenes
within the Continental United States.
Sunday delivery not guaranteed.
^festerVsK)^^

GET ONE VIDEO FREE
WHEN YOU BUY THREE
Video values just for you! Enjoy a full selection of
top-quality videos at discount prices. All videos are
priced at *9.95 or less and are 100% satisfaction guar
anteed. Act now and get one video FREE when you
buy three and use your MasterCard" card. Call
1-800-862-7100 for your FREE catalog and ask for
the COLLEGE MasterValues* offer.
Offer valid 2/1/45 to 5/31/95 Offer valid only
on purchases using a M.isteK '.ard* card ( frier
nuy not be combined with any other offer or
discount 3 frfcr valid for U.S. residents only
Void where prohibited.

4fetetValuc6'

50% Off Film Developing
Hold on to the good times and your money, too.
MotoPhoto.-.the best place for better .pictures guar
anteed! Take 5(1% off the regular pnee of processing
and printing when vou use your MasterCard" card.
Call I -800-733-6686 for the location nearest you.
Limit 1.
Offer ami coupim valid 2/l/OS to S/JI/W Ca* t.dcnipooo value
1/2(1 t frier valid onlv on purchases using .i M.isteK ard card Linn
one coupon per customer Cannot be combined
with any other offers. Offer valid on 1.-41
process. 35 mm lilm. and standard size prints
only Offer valid at participating stores only

Offer Not Valid Without This Coupon.

^kstefVak1^

THESHARPERIMAGE

THE WALL STREET JOURNAL.
49% Off A Special
12-Week Subscription
Invest in your future and stay on top of current devel
opments with The Wall Street Journal. For a limited
time only, pay just *23 for a 12-week subscription
to the nation's leading business publication. To t,rke
advantage of this special offer, call l-8(X)-348-3555
and please refer to source key 75NE.
Offer valid 2/1/95 to 5/31/95. Offer valid
only on purchases using a MasteKIard* card.

%terValue<>*

SAVE 15% ON YOUR NEXT
PURCHASE OF $75 OR MORE
Shopping is easy at America's premier specialty retailer
of gift, Btness, recreational, travel, apparel and more.
Use your MasterCard* card and save 15% on a pur
chase of *75 or more when you shop at any one of
our 70 store locations or by mail order. Call 1
344-4444, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, to find the
store nearest you or for a FREE catalog.
Offer valid 2/1/95 to 5/31/95. Offer valid only on purchases minga
MasterCard* card Offer not valid on certain purchases May not be
combined with Frequent Buyers'" Program, Price Matching I olicy.
auction purchases, or other discounts or promotions.
Not valid on purchase of gift certificates or on
previous purchases. The discount is applicable
to. and the minimum purchase based on
merchandise prices only, and excludes tax,
shipping and tax on shipping
MiJStefVaW^3
Coupon Required. PON CODE: H
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The following five condoms were given to one couple to test their effectiveness. Here is their response:

STYLE

HE SAID...

j^Cold-Ultra spermicidal,

SHE SAID...

OVERALL CONSENSUS

"No rainbow coloring, just one color:
green. Too small, totally uncomfortable,
such a tight squeeze! Lubrication wore
out."

"1 was hoping for a long rainbow. The
one color took away from our fun. 1
could tell he was uncomfortable. 1 will
say...Sore!"

Saxon Cold-Ultra Spermicidal,
1No Color

"Regular lubrication(not slippy slide),
but wore out. Wore out, tight as hell,
but best of the five."

"We had to use more lubrication, but
we did get to finish! Best of the bunch,
which isn't saying much."

Jlfestyles-Lubricated, Pink

"Too small, uncomfortable. Lubricated
rubber, but broke after awhile,"

"Ruined the moment when it broke.
Wasn't very comfortable."

Lifestyles-, Non Lubricated, No Color

"Way too small and a pain in the ass to
put on! Lasted a short while, but even
tually broke."

"Hurt, way too rubbery."

"Had a very tough time with this one.
They say form fitting- it definitely didn't
form to me! Broke during the process
of putting it on."

"It was funny when it broke."

"The trouble with all of these
condoms is that they weren't big
enough for me! They are just latex,
which can break really easy if you are
hard at work. Some didn't even have
the strength to let you get going,
while others didn't let you finish. The
two that made it through to the end,
were the Saxon Gold. We did need
to use some other lubrication
throughout because these condoms
wore out. We used Trimensa Lubri
cant, which is water-based and al
lowed some of the fun to continue.
Not only did they irritate me, but they
made my girlfriend sore. 1 would not
recommend any of these condoms to
anyone! Go for the large Trojans or
other large condoms- at least they
don't stop you before you want to."

gainbow

bra shape-Form Fitting Condom,
[Blue in Color

londoms only effective
protection against HIV
As HIV infections continue to ine in the Untied States, and with
terosexual transmission playing an
creasingly important role, the coruse of condoms remains an imwrtant means to decreasing the
unsmission of HIV.
Condoms should be used by all
lersons who engage in sexual behavor which results in the exchange of
*% fluids. Latex condoms are conidered the only safe barrier against
When latex is observed under a
inning electron microscope, the
fface resembles that of the moon.
lere are hills and craters, but no
or holes. No organism is capable
'' Passing through an intact latex
membrane. The operative word here
ls 'ntact. Natural skin condoms
faniifactured from sheep intestines
ire very strong, but contain pores
ar?f enough to allow passage of HIV.
A variety of factors influence the
,ate of condom breakage, including

DANIELLE GODFREY
Pacific Staff Writer

WHAT'S UP DOC?

different sexual behaviors and prac
tices, degree of experience with
condom use, application of a lubri
cant that weakens the latex, weaken
ing of condoms by poor storage and
defects in manufacturing. Condom
testing has become a major priority
of the Federal Drug Administration.
Lubricants remain a major factor
in condom breakage. Mineral and
vegetable oil can weaken condoms
within five minutes and lead to break
age during use. Some vaginal prepa
rations also contain substances which
can weaken condoms. The only safe
lubricants are those that are waterbased. A complete listing of safe and
unsafe products is available at the
helth center.

DRUNK DRIVING DOESN'T JUST KILL
DRUNK DRIVERS.
Brendan Moniz, killed December 9,1988 at 8:15pm on
Airport Rd., Warwick, RI.
Next time your friend insists on driving drunk, do what
ever it takes to stop him. Because if he kills innocent people,
how will you live with yourself?

FRIENDS DON'T LET FRIENDS DRIVE DRUNK.
ME Tt.SXAt *1."5.-w
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Latex can be itchy for some

Sarah Crimes, M.D.
Cowell Health Center
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Condoms are one of the most
available sources of birth control
around. They can be bought in virtu
ally every store, gas station and even
vending machines. What most
people don't realize about condoms
is that they are made of a highly al
lergic material called latex.
Condoms aren't the only latex
objects which we come in contact
with on a daily basis. Products such
as plastic gloves, PVC sport balls, dis
posable diapers, art supplies, etc., are
all latex-based. But condoms are a dif
ferent story.

7 to 10 percent of health
workers have tested
positive for allergies to
latex, the same latex used
to make condoms.
According to a Gannett News Ser
vice report, research has shown that
7 to 10 percent of health workers have
tested positive for allergies to latex,
the same latex used to make
condoms.
Condoms are used to protect an
individual from unwanted pregnan
cies, STD's, and the HIV virus. When
used properly they are effective and
are easy to put on. But it is when they
are off, an allergic reaction can occur.
A rash may occur, but don't be
deathly alarmed at first. If irritation
persists, it is recommended that you
see a doctor. Symptoms to watch for
include a rash and swelling. More se
ViI
~*

vere reactions can be drop in blood
pressure, or if seriously allergic, pos
sibly even death.
A drug called epinephrine can
help reduce the seriousness, if the re
action is detected in time.
Chances are if you have a reac
tion to latex condoms, you will be
allergic to all condoms, except those
made of sheepskin. However, those
aren't as safe as latex.
John, one of the sufferers said, "I
began having painful reactions to
condoms about two years ago. I
thought maybe it was from the girl I
was with, but then when it began to
occur each time I used a condom, 1
began to realize that it was possibly
the condom."
Jennifer, a sophomore, has aller
gic reactions to other latex objects
such as hand gloves. "My hands be
gan to turn red and swell," she said.
Some people may not realize ex
actly how serious an allergy to latex
can be. It is a serious allergy that af
fects hundreds of Americans each
year.

Just because you have an
allergy to condoms,
doesn 't mean that you
should not use any form oi
protection at all.
Just because you have an allerg)
to condoms, doesn't mean that yoi
should not use any form of protectior
at all. But if condoms are the only wa)
you want to go, you should visit tht
doctor, and maybe help could be or
the way.
iaiOiiJiLp
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Choosing to just say no

Some college students say they're
abstaining from sex altogether

dents organized a True Love Waits
campaign last spring and then fol
lowed up in the fall by wearing rib
bons to proclaim their pledge.
Lakitha Garth decided when she
While the Woodstock generation
was 11 that she didn't want to be an
unwed mother or get sexually trans
talked of "free" sex, today's college
mitted diseases or be on welfare. So
students have grown up in the age of
she didn't have sex, and won't, until
AIDS and often describe sex in more
cautious terms of "safe" or "unsafe."
she gets married.
The World Health Organization esti
"Any guy that I'm not willing to
spend the rest of my life with is not
mates that more than 3 million
worth my womanhood," said the 24people worldwide have developed
year-old student from the University
AIDS and that more than 14 million
of Southern California in Los Ange
people have been infected with HIV,
les. Garth said all that and more about
the virus that causes AIDS. New fig
the values of virginity in one of the
ures released by the U.S. Centers for
speeches she regularly gives to high
Disease Control and Prevention show
school students as a speaker for Ath
that AIDS has surpassed accidents as
letes for Abstinence.
the leading killer of young adults.
Tami Daniels, 24, started what she
In a world where the wrong
calls a "secondary virginity" after
sexual encounter can mean a death
sleeping around in high school and
sentence, sex is simply not worth the
getting gonorrhea and chlamydia
risk to some students. In a mid-No
twice each. She, too, has pledged to
vember speech, the new AIDS czar,
abstain from sex until marriage, al
Patricia Fleming, recommended that
though it's been difficult for her.
students refrain from having sex to
"It's one of the hardest things I've
avoid getting AIDS.
done because I know what I'm miss
Jeannette Heritage tells her stu
ing," said Daniels, who is now coor
dents the same thing. The 64-year-old
dinating the Athletes for Abstinence
teaches one of the most popular
speakers program. "I'm not going to
courses at Middle Tennessee State
lie and say I'm glad I don't have sex
University, a sex class called "Psycho
any more. But there's a time and a
Sexual Adjustment."
place for it."
"When we discuss birth control
In a "just do it" society, Garth and
methods in class, I tell my students
Daniels are among college students
that abstinence works. Every time,"
who are publically declaring their in
said Heritage. "If you're abstinent,
tention to abstain from sex. As part
you don't have to worry about preg
of the Athletes for Abstinence pro
nancy and disease or the emotional
gram, the two women are part of a
trauma that comes with a broken re
group of 19- to 31-year-olds who use
lationship.
examples from their lives to spread
Not only does Heritage say more
the message to younger kids that the
students are choosing to delay sex,
only safe sex is no sex.
but she also knows students who have
Hundreds of students have joined
declared a "secondary" virginity, like
the True Love Waits campaign, an ef
Tami Daniels did.
fort by the Baptist church to link like"Abstinence is more talked about,
minded abstainers who pledge to wait
and I think it may be becoming more
for sex until marriage.
acceptable," she said. "Students are
Since the first club was started in
beginning to realize that they can
a Nashville church basement in April
make this choice."
1993, more than 60,000 True Love
Yet while taking a pledge of absti
Waits clubs have sprung up at col
nence may be easy to do, it isn't al
leges, high schools and churches na
ways easy to live by. Recently, a land
tionwide.
mark sex study by the University of
True Love Waits campaign coor
Chicago found that AIDS hasn't
dinator Richard Ross said the move
changed teenagers' or young adults'
ment started not from parents or
sexual behavior. A recent survey
churches trying to dictate sexual be
showed the majority of college-age
havior to young people, but because
young adults lose their virginity while
sexually abstinent teens wanted to
still in high school.
share their values with like-minded
By age 20, 86 percent of men and
peers.
77 percent of women have lost their
Because it was started by younger
virginity.
teens, Ross said he was surprised
when colleges started calling for in
If you want information or referrals:
formation about how they too could
True Love Waits: 800/LUV-WAIT
National AIDS hotline: 800/342-AIDS
get involved. At Lewis and Clark Col
(Spanish-language: 800/344-SIDA)
lege in Portland, for example, stuWENDI WILLIAMS
College Press Service

National STD hotline: 800/227-8922

OPEN

FRFF CHFCKING ACCOUNT
GET THIS HANDY CART),

A

AHt>

Vhe ffandi-Koney card make* everything eary by simply deducting the
amount of a purchase from your checking account.

Plus, open a new account now and you'll receive:
» 3 Month.? free checking/ • fi. free gift/
• First order of SO promotional checks free/

FUY STUFF WITH NO CASH!

GLENDALE FEDERAL BANK™
5605 N. Pershing, Stockton • (209) 951-5440
^M99^3Jendal^ederaM3anMjS3^Normah)peningpro^^

For crime victims, help is
only a phone call away.
Crime victims in California have rights. And
programs are available to help with medical
expenses, counseling, and other related needs.

Give us a call and get the facts. It's free.

1-800-VICTIMS
Victims of Crime Resource Center

op McGto'*
of Uw
"
Sacramento, CA 95b17

SENIORS AND GRADUATE STUDENTS
ANNOUNCING:

HEAD RESIDENT POSITIONS
AVAILABLE FOR THE 1995-96 ACADEMIC_YEAB

Gain Experience in:
* Management/Administration
* Supervision
* Advising
* Counseling
* Programming £r Group Facilitation
Remuneration:
* Stipend
* Apartment
* Board Plan
* Medical £r Dental Benefits
* 14 units tuition remission

per year

APPUCOTONS/INFOIMATIO''

AVAILABLE AT THE OFFICE OF RESIDENT!^
A1VD HOUSING, BANNISTER HALL, 2ND
,99Priority Consideration will be given to applications received by

P

Applications are accepted until all positions are filled-

World Wide
Web comes
to campus
The information
superhighway is
running right through
our backyards
MACLEAN FLOOD

Pacifican staff writer
The buzzword "information su
perhighway" it still ringing in your
ears, right? Well, now there is a new
stretch of road to travel for UOP stu
dents, and it's called the World Wide
Web.
The information superhighway,
or the Internet, is a gigantic network
of computers that spans the globe.
Users of the Internet, at UOP or
around the world, can send messages,
retrieve information and exchange
computer programs.
"It something we know is
needed," said Ed Bates, technical sup
port specialist for computing services.
"We are getting a lot of calls from
people wanting to use it."
Once the Internet was limited to
a text interface, like the popular Disk
Operating System, or DOS. A user
would type text commands to ma
nipulate the computer. This system
involved learning a complicated lan
guage of computer commands.
All that changed last year when a
program called Mosaic was released,
and a language called hypertext was
born. Hypertext is the basis for the
Web, it is the language used to make
everything work.

The Web uses a graphical
interface; much like the
Macintosh or Windows.
The Web uses a graphical inter
face, much like the Macintosh or
Windows. To navigate through the
Web, one would use a mouse to click
0r> icons and text boxes to get from
°ne place to another.
This technology adds a lot of
°nramps to the information super
highway. Now anyone with basic
computer skills can easily access tons
°f information from around the
world.

The Web has.endless possibilities.
Already, commercial vendors are
opening on-line 'malls,' where one
Can shop for products and services,
fo some cities, you can even order
flowers and pizza.

WORLD
WIDE
WEB
..•>y

NOW TO TfiLH ABOUT THE WEB
Here are a few words you can use to
chat about the World Wide Web:

Home Page: The opening screen. Basically the first
thing you would see when you gained access to an
other Web site over the Internet. From the home screen
one can navigate to other pages, with text and picto
rial information.
Browser: The computer program you would use to
gain access to the Web. Some are slower; some have
different features. All of them get you on the Web,
and most can be obtained free.
Mosaic: The first browser to gain wide acceptance.
http://www.: The first part of a Web address. This is
what you would type into your browser to switch to
another Web site. UOP's Web address is http://
www.uop.edu
Hypertext: The programming language that serves
as the foundation for the World Wide Web. Most us
ers never see the language, and are free to point and
click their way through the world.
Internet: The backbone of the information superhigh
way, or the infobahn, it's what the Web travels over to
bring pages to your computer's browser.

Where is UOP
on the Web?
Now that you know all about the
World Wide Web, you probably want
to jump right in.
That shouldn't be a problem. The
university's Computing Services al
ready offers Web access through sev
eral campus labs, and will be install
ing connections in others soon.
One thing the university doesn't
offer is dial-in access. You cannot use
a modem to hook into the Web. This
is unfortunate since modem use is so
convenient. Not everyone wants to
rush down to the computer lab right
away.
The university will offer Web ac
cess through the VAX machines—the
popular e-mail service on campus.
However, the connection will be text
only, which ruins the whole easy
point-and-click idea of the Web.
Who is already using the Web?
Many professors have already surfed
the net, including Calvin Lundeen,
an assistant professor of mechanical
engineering, who uses the Web for
hazardous materials identification.
However, Lundeen isn't quite so
enthusiastic about the Web's role in
class. "It's not a tool you want to
bring into the classroom," said
Lundeen, who thought campus re
sources should be dedicated to help
students. "The one thing we could
improve is PC access," said Lundeen.
One professor with office
Internet access is Louise Stark, an as
sistant professor of electrical and
computer engineering. She set up the
home page for the university by us
ing the language hypertext to build
the text, graphics and buttons you
see when you use the Web to access
UOP's server. Stark is also working on
a Web page for the School of Engi
neering and Computer Science. Stark
is working on setting up more pages
for other schools on campus. "They
seem to be really stepping forward,"
said Stark.
"I even have information on my
classes," says Stark , who is moving
forward with the Web. She posts as
signments on-line for her students
to retrieve.
Prospective students, and other
people interested in the university,
can get information, see pictures of
the campus and browse the library.
Much remains to be done, how
ever, and Minden is working with the
faculty to make pages for the differ
ent schools and departments.
Once concern Minden shares
with other Web users is finding home
pages. Minden was concerned Web
users wouldn't be able to find UOP
on the Internet. "Its like driving on
the freeway. You have to know which
exit to take," said Minden.
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Letters to the Editor
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UOP quarterback Nick Sellers defends football program
Dear Editor
Once again I picked up a copy of
the Pacifican and sat down to enjoy
my lunch only to have my appetite
ruined by the opinionated, and
highly misleading Editor-in-Chief of
this paper, Chris Shultz.
It seems like only yesterday (ac
tually two years ago) that I was stand
ing in the McCaffrey center listening
to Mr. Shultz and his group of foot
ball bashing-faculty-friends, discuss
their semi-valid, but one-sided opin
ions on this issue. And once again, I
had to read an article in this week's
Pacifican that was completely lacking
hard facts. Consider this quotation
that is devoid of substance: "....foot
ball loses money, a lot of money."
Two years ago my teammates and
I had to listen to these voices fire their
opinions about football losing
money, as well as games. Well, two
years later my teammates and I once
again listen to these pessimists who
complain because we had a winning
season for the first time since 1977,
"...but only by one game." Give me
a break! Is the glass half-empty to you
or what? To my teammates, my
coaches, and a growing number of
students and citizens, the glass is half-

full!
This football program has finally
turned the corner and we are earn
ing the national respect that we de
serve. I think that it just touches and
exposed nerve on all who are opposed
to this recent success, a success that
can only be beneficial to the univer
sity as a whole. The simple fact is that
those opposed to Division I football
and "...a bunch of big guys running
into each other.." will continue to
voice their opinion, and those of us
who know the true worth of a Divi
sion I football team will continue to
make this program prosper and flour
ish in spite of the criticism.
It is amazing to me that anyone
would want to abolish a program that
was playing for the conference cham
pionship in the last game of the '94
season. Imagine the amount of suc
cess that we could have at Pacific,
both academically and athletically, if
all the persons who seek to further
their own agendas could bury the
hatchet and support a sport that will
only benefit our school.
Yes Mr. Shultz and company, you
have opinions that you have a right
to voice. If for no other reason that
to keep us, the football team, work

ing harder than ever for excellence.
As for the money issue.... as long as
there is a budget at this university,
and football is allotted one cent from
it, there will be a debate on whether
or not we need football here at UOP.
But I am a reasonable man who at
tempts to look at both sides of the
issue, not just my side. So I would be
willing to sit down and talk with any
one who is in favor of dropping foot
ball at UOP, just to hear your reason
ing first-hand. We should sit down
like civilized adults and have a cup
of coffee and discuss it. And who
knows... maybe the Board of Regents
and faculty might follow our example
and try it themselves. You see, if we
are all after a common goal, excel
lence at UOP, than we should be able
to find a common answer, or at least
one we can both live with.
Yes Mr. Shultz, the days of Amos
Alonzo Stagg are gone. But his efforts
and legacy live on in all of us who
support football. And the days of
Chuck Shelton are alive and well...
and even prospering! come to a game
next year, you just might see for your
self.
Nick Sellers '95
Senior, Quarterback

Alumni football support continued
Dear Editor:
As an alumnus of UOP, wife of a
former UOP student athlete, and par
ent of recent and current student ath
letes at the university, I am writing
to express my continued support for
a division I athletic program, and in
particular, Division I football at UOP.
The national attention that UOP
receives due to its athletic competi
tion, the enrollment of a diversified
student athlete population it enjoys,
and the athletic booster sqpport
which UOP accepts should all be
taken into careful consideration
when the subject of eliminating foot
ball or any athletic program is under
discussion.
We need a well rounded and di
versified student population to con
tinue at UOP which would not be as
prevalent without a competitive ath
letic program. The university facili
ties have been enhanced by the ex
istence of a viable athletic program,
i.e.: Baun Student Fitness Center and
Bill Simoni Softball Field, as well as
the Spanos Center. These facilities are
utilized and enjoyed by the general
student and faculty population and
were made possible by donations
1'ks.
1

from various athletic support groups
and individual boosters.
Kathy Bishop '67
Dear Editor:
I have been a UOP football fan
for the past 15 years. Recent newspa
per articles have said that you may
abandon Division IA football. I feel
that it would be a tragedy if Division
IA football is dropped from the pro
gram, especially after experiencing
our first winning season.
I am also perplexed by the lack
of crowd attendance at the home
games. Maybe you need a new adver
tising approach to promote the team.
Why can't UOP, as an example, sell
sections to businesses such as Chase
Chevrolet or McDonald's, who could
provide free passes for children and
people on limited income? This
should generate bigger crowds and
more interest.
Tiger football is one of the few
positive things our area has. If we step
back without trying alternatives to
generate interest, we may lose a tra
dition, and later regret it.
Rocky Castellano
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Good things about
the recent rains
10. Constant rain guarantees
that little replacement
baseball will be played.
9.

Flooding on Campus Way
provides drinking water
cleaner than the usual
Calaveras River supply.

8.

Little sunshine will make
those bright sunny days
during finals week even
more excruciating (making
summer that much more
appreciated).

7.

Leaking in the residence
hall roofing provides free
waterbeds for students.

6.

Need for an umbrella gives
you an actual use for your
Mentor II book.

5.

If the roof leaks in the
President's House, whoever
fixes it will be the first
person to step inside in
years.

4.

If the rain continues, we
can impress the happy
campers on Profile Day
with the built-in pools in
every
residence hall
basement.

3. Will save the University
money by reducing the
water bill for flooding
Knoles Lawn.
I.

If it's raining, you won't
have to worry about being
bothered in McCaffrrey
Center by endless rows of
people working tables for
Greek organizations, credit
card agencies,
O
Republican
groups, the "
Party, IBM, and The
Pacifican.

1. Those red posts can be used
for tying up your boat when
you float into campus.

Compiled bij Jason LauDorough
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Tell me again...
Why do we
need football?
Well, the alumni are out in
force attempting to save their

beloved Division I football team
from the knife of reality. The
alumni, who never have to pay the

increased tuition when the univer
sity loses money, need to come to
grips with the financial liability of
the team, rather than staying
caught up in illusions of impending
greatness and national recognition
for football.

VIEWPOINT
Jason Lauborough

I

Simply stated, football loses
money. It loses it big. With a lack of
conference noteriety, low ticket
sales, and no television appear
ances, there is no reason to expect
the UOP football team to start
making money, much less break
even, anytime soon. Unless UOP
can manage to play top teams in
every non-league game, playing
Southwest Lousiana and Northern
Illinois isn't going to get the team
any more fame than it has now.
Even if the team happens to go
undefeated, the fact that 8 or 9 of
the games were in the Big West
conference is enough to make sure
the team will most likely not break
the Top 25. When Fresno State,
from the Western Athletic Confer
ence (a significantly tougher confer
ence), went undefeated several
years ago, they were only ranked as
high as #15.
As far as making a television
appearance, much less bringing the
university national recgonition,
when Pacific played Nebraska last
season, ABC didn't even schedule
•he game for broadcast. The only
chance they had last year would
have been the Las Vegas Bowl,
which the conference champ
played in. The game was broadcast
°n TNT, in a little advertised, little
watched time slot. The women's
volleyball team, consistent title
c°ntenders, and men's basketball,
w'th its two appearances on televi
sion, are doing more to bring the
diversity re cognition.
<ih AdmittinS'y< Coach Chuck
eIton has done a lot to turn the
cam around, and the team should
making inroads into the commu'fy after a winning season. The
act remains, however, that the
university simply cannot afford to
th^°rt 3 Pro8ram that is costing
nthsc'100^ m°ney,. especially when
her departments will need the

Lr~
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Letters to the Editor
Support UOP football

tions of UOP and its struggling sta
tus in other areas. It has become all
too convenient to point the finger at
the athletic management.
I know many supporters who
would not be visible if athletics didn't
exist, especially Division I football.
One example of their support and
labor improvements to the university
is the Baun Student Fitness Center.
This facility was built entirely with
donations from athletic supporters,
mainly former football players and it
is available to the general campus
population.
The unique nature of UOP as a
small, private college with a Division
I athletic program makes it very spe
cial. Everyone needs to unite in or
der for UOP to continue its status as
a nationally known and respected
institution for academics and athlet
ics, developing the total individual. I

Dear Editor:
i Toi
™ritin§ in support of the
UOP football program. I attended
UOP from 1989-93 as a student ath
lete and I am in the process of com
pleting my bachelor's degree with
plans to graduate this spring.
Articles I have recently read re
garding the football program have
disturbed me. It appears that our pa
per, The Pacifican, has become a fo
rum for a few disgruntled faculty to
stand on their soapbox while insult
ing the President, the Board of Re
gents, and the athletic history of the
University. The phrase "those who
live in glass houses should not throw
stones" comes to mind when I think
about the football bashers within the
university who need to get their facts
straight and review the overall opera

I
encourage your commitment to
printing the actual facts concerning
the football .program and its contri
bution to the University of the Pa
cific.
Greg Bishop '95

Aramark employees
are not thieves
Dear Editor:
It is a shame that Stephen Baum's
backpack was stolen. But to say not
to trust any of the food service em
ployees is ridiculous, I used to work
with many of the same people before
Aramark even came to UOP. They are
hardworking people just like every
one else. Just because you don't like
the food doesn't mean that they are
thieves.
Athena Watson
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From the
original animators
of The Simpsons
Featuring the voices of
Jason Alexander, Nancy Travis,
Tim Curry and Dweezil Zappa.
With musk by Frank Zappa.
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It's business as usual in the NCAA
tournament.
As I sat watching ESPN on Sun
day, waiting to see the NCAA men's
tournament field, I wondered if they
would again pay more attention to
politics and reputation in their selec
tions, rather than who actually de
served to be there. And then, as the
field was announced, I saw that they
had made some good (and bad) deci
sions.

GUEST COLUMN
Michael Richardson
I applaud the selection commit
tee for the inclusion of such teams as
Santa Clara, Manhattan and Xavier.
They all had at least 21 wins, and
Xavier went 14-0 in their conference,
while Santa Clara and Manhattan
went 12-2. Just because they had the
unfortunate luck of losing in their
conference tournaments, their sea
sons should not have been over after
an impressive overall season.
However, I was disappointed that
Ohio University and New Mexico

i

State did not make the field when
each of them were 23-9. In my opin
ion, they could have made the field
if the committee had been wise
enough to leave out Michigan and
Stanford. Neither of these teams, par
ticularly Michigan, should be in the
field this year. Just because they are
in a tough conference, it doesn't
mean that they should make the field
with 12 losses, as Michigan did.
I was glad that, despite protest
from Dick Vitale, Duke was left out
of the field. There is no way you can
make the tournament with a losing
record, no matter what your power
ranking. But, no matter what we
think of the field, and the rankings,
we are stuck with the field they gave
us. And looking at this field, I am
looking for the Kansas Jayhawks to
be a threat to go all the way. I guess
we'll find out on April 3. Good luck
to your favorite team!
Michael Richardson is a senior ma
joring in political science. Guest columns
from readers should be submitted to Ja
son Lauborough at The Pacifican. You
can find out how to reach us in the staff
box on page 2.
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Letters to the
Remember Band Frolic this weekend
Dear Editor:
As the Master of Ceremonies
again this year, I want to encourage
everyone on campus to come to Band
Frolic, this Saturday, March 25, at
7:30 p.m. in the Faye Spanos Concert
Hall!
If you remember the old days,
and didn't like them, you'll really ap
preciate the new leaner, not meaner,
event. For those of you who don't
know what I'm talking about: Band
Frolic is UOP's annual benefit variety
show, which raises money for the
Conservatory's bands and ensembles.
Musical skits are presented by differ
ent campus living groups, who com
pete for trophies.
Depending upon how you want
.US

to look at it, it is either fortunate of
unfortunate that only 3 groups wil
be performing this year. What it re
ally means is that the show will be
less than 2 hours long but very livelyentertaining anenjoyable. And youj
donation supports our wonder u
music programs here on campus.

Whether you've ever been
Band Frolic before or not, P'eaSF
please, please come this Saturdayaddition to the fine acts put on by
students, I promise you a memora
personal performance.
. .
You won't be disappointed. J
remember, don't leave the show ea
I really hope to see a full house.
Alex McDavi

Asst. Dean of AdmisSI°
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Pulp Fiction: Read this, then see it
this weekend in McCaffrey Theatre

American
Southwest
influences artist
Linda Ortiz

N. QURBAN REVEAL
RYAN SCHNEIDER

Pacifican staff writers

DEBRA LOUISE
Pacifican guest writer

Yes folks, here we are again.

Your saviors of cinema.
Your acolytes of the academic.
Your followers of film.
The Movie Guys!

Hadn't we better call ourselves The
Film Guys! You know, more aca
demic and such?
Well, we kind of started out as The
Movie Guys! I didn't want to break up
the continuity.

I see that. But still, all the same,
let's call ourselves The Film Guys! in
our next review.
Done.

You are no doubt wondering about
the typesetting.
Although I am sure that since the vast
majority of our readers are brilliant and
insightful, they have already figured out
what is going on.

True, true my friend. But have they
figured out which one of us is in ital
ics?
As we have given them frightfully few
clues... perhaps no.

Well then perhaps you'd better tell
them.
To compliment my stylish use of my
first initial and middle name as pseud
onym, I have elected to set my commen
tary in italics.

Well, isn't that special.
1 suppose. Perhaps dashing is a better
word. Regardless, the word I must use
for Quentin Tarantino's most recent
work "Pulp Fiction" is,"It's about
time!"

That would be three words, four if
you count the contraction as two.
fiut regardless of my colleagues inability to count (someone told me he
was a math major for a while) I too
must concur, "Thank you, Mr.
Tarantino!"

Many of my fellow
students have talked
about "Pulp Fiction" as
being either "gross,"
"confusing," or just plain
"weird/'
Many of my fellow students have
talked about "Pulp Fiction" as being
either "gross," "confusing," or just plain
"weird."

John Travolta stars in Quentin Tarantino's "Pulp Fiction,"playing this weekend
in the McCaffrey Center Theatre.

These are natural reactions to a
work that blurs the distinction be
tween novel and film. It's okay if you
didn't like "Pulp Fiction" the first
time you saw it.
In fact that's why we're doing this
review.

Since "Pulp Fiction" will be in the
McCaffrey Center Theatre from today
until Sunday, we thought some com
mentary on the proper mind-set for this
film would help everybody get to like
this film.

Think about a novel. In most nov
els, you get to crawl around inside
the head of at least one of the char
acters. Inside, you find out why they
do things that seem weird from the
outside.

So when Uma Thurman draws her
square, askyourself, "What has she just
been through? What's she thinking?"

Basically, when something looks
weird, think about that time when
you were on your way to class and
had that song about the Oscar Meyer
wiener going through your head.
You just happened to sing a few bars
as you passed your economics pro
fessor, and she looked at you like
aliens had just taken over your brain
The other thing about novels is that
it's really easy to jump back and forth
intime. Youjustsay, "Yesterday,..." and
the reader gets it. Unfortunately, accord
ing to current Hollywood doctrine it s
artistically lacking to put words on the
screen.

Too bad. There are some really
funny silent films, like Charlie

Chaplin's "Gold Rush."
Yup, from which we get the famous
shoe eating scene and the bread roll
dance last seen in "Benny and Joon."
So, in film it's often really hard to tell
where in time we are.

And that's why directors often give
us big clues.
Right, so if the protagonist dies in the
middle of the film and then is alive at
the end, then naturally the film wasn't
assembled in chronological order.

Really not so odd if you think about
books.

The third and final thing we want to
address is what to do when you are in
the theater looking at puked milkshake
and blooil and everyone around you is
laughing and all you can think is
"Gross!"

Just remember these wise words
from Tom Hanks in "Splash." "This
is just [film]; it's not real. That guy
who just died will get up and die
again next week."

The media would say that those sick
souls cackling at the blood are desensi
tized. But I'd say they just have a firm

grasp on reality. Films aren't real.
There is no reason to be grossed out.
It's just red goo.
So sit up front, settle into your chair,
slouch kindly so that the person behind
you can see and recite the following
mantra courtesy of Butthead, "It's all
just moving pictures. It 's all just moving
pictures. It's all just moving pictures."

And you too will be guffawing with
the others, just as Quentin Tarantino
wanted.

Linda Ortiz's handmade paper
and mixed media art pieces, now
showing at the McCaffrey Center
Gallery, represent images from her
past. Ortiz uses the influences of her
native Santa Fe, New Mexico in her
creative culturally-based art pieces.
She does this by combining the
characteristics of New Mexico's three
different native cultural groups into
symbolic representations of native
life. The Native American, Spanish
American, and Anglo American cul
tures dominate Ortiz's work and her
compositions consist of utilitarian
items used in native culture.
One of her pieces entitled "Shirt
for Yellow Horse" was completed in
1994 and is composed of handmade
paper with feathers and beads. The
composition is visually balanced and
has rich, earthy colors. The feathers
and beads add dimension to the form
and act as a lure that draws the viewer
into the piece as a whole, thus stimu
lating interest in cultures and
lifestyles from which the piece was
derived.
Although Ortiz's artwork is in
spired by native culture and life, she
creates from her own vision rather
than duplicating ancient artifacts.
Her finished works are beautifully
crafted, aesthetically pleasing; the
focus combines beauty and function,
which in turn represent aspects of
native cultures.
The process involved in making
her work is time consuming. Ortiz
uses cotton, wool and other natural
fibers as a base for her handmade pa
per. Sometimes she leaves the natu
ral color of the pulp, w-hile other
times she adds a pigment to enrich
the fibers.
After the mixer has been allowed
to drain off the excess liquid, Ortiz
begins to shape the material into the
desired form. Once the pieces have
dried, Ortiz incorporates elaborately
constructed objects such as beaded
necklaces, feathers and shells Her
goal is to "recreate the circle of life
from the past to the present." The
result is quite thought-provoking.
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Print Bites: Capsule reviews for the short attention span

CARRIE HAYWARD
Pacifican staff writer
Sick of straining the limits of your
attention span to read a two para
graph record review in its entirety?
Fret no more: the following reviews
were written especially for
attentionally impaired readers. The
sentences are short, comparisons to
famous bands abound, and the opin
ions are polarized and oversimplified.
Heck, there's even a rating system so
you can skip the text altogether! En
joy.

Ivy

"Realistic"
• • • •

Hot on the heels of their critically
acclaimed debut EP, the New York trio
Ivy have released their first full-length
album, "Realistic." The album's
themes reflect the title, juxtaposing
realistic observation on life with a
fanciful pop sound.
French-born lead singer Domin
ique Durand practically coos, coyly
wrapping her sweet voice around wry
lyrics. The resulting songs sound like
bouncy pop numbers until you listen
to phrases like, "He holds me down
like a tumor inside my heart/But he
knows me well, I just can't get
enough."

True, jangly guitars and pretty
female vocals are currently being
done to death, a la Veruca Salt and
Madder Rose, but Ivy's tunes are just
so dang catchy! Before you file "Re
alistic" under "Faceless Indie-JanglePop Band" take a close listen. You're
bound to be pleasantly surprised.
Annie Lennox
"Medusa"
• •

Just what we've been waiting
for—another self-indulgent album of
cover tunes from a fading pop star.
You'd think Sinead O'Connor's disas
trous effort a few years ago would
serve as a warning.... Annie Lennox
has released "Medusa," a synth-pop
treatment of a very mixed bag of
songs which "were not chosen with
any particular theme or concept in
mind." Obviously, since she includes
everything from Neil Young's "Don't
Let It Bring You Down" to "Waiting
In Vain" by Bob Marley. The latter is
ambitiously arranged, but something
is lost in the translation. Think of it
as easy-listening reggae. In fact, most
of the material falls short of convey
ing the enthusiasm which Lennox
professes to have put into this "la
bor of love." Her voice is as warm and
rich as always, and her vocal inter-

Drama announces second
acting workshop in series

pretation of the material is sincere.
Unfortunately, the songs are under
mined by her cheesy synthesizer scor
ing. They all end up sounding like
that mass-produced Stock/Aikmen/
Waterman tripe which ruled the pop
charts in the '80s (think: Rick Astley
and Kylie Minogue). The best cut on
the album, "I Can't Get Next To You,"
ditches the synth for guitar, real
drums and strings. Too bad it's the
exception and not the rule.
Various Artists
Tonnage: A Compilation
•••
As if cover albums weren't bad
enough, along comes another com
pilation. What's worse, it's a glorified
promotional sampler, featuring
singles and b-sides of Sony (and its
faux indie label offshoots) artists.
Here's a quick rundown of the tracks:
The Rage Against the Machine song
is just an uninspired live version of
"Freedom,"
the
"previously
unreleased" Oasis track is available on
import, and the catchy tracks by The

The, Satchel, Velvet Crush, and K's
Choice are all available on the
groups' current albums. The only use
for this album that I can think of is
putting it on shuffle and pretending
you're listening to the all-Sony radio
station, or something.
Prescott Curlywolf
"Dang"
• • •

Prescott Curlywolf(it's a group,
not a guy) make music that used to
be called rock 'n' roll. Sure, they're
probably being marketed on alterna
tive radio, but their music is strictly
anthemic guitar rock. "Dang" is a
pretty even mix of driving power rock
( a la Weezer and Sponge) and roll
ing anthems ( a la Buffalo Tom and
Soul Asylum). The best examples of
each are the first two songs: the rock
ing "Blame" and the rolling "Hood
wink." Well, okay—I only listened
to the first two songs, but they're
kind of cool, so check out the rest of
the album and tell me if it's any good.

Music review

'Columbia Records Radio Hour
Volume One': Focus on songwriters

THE PACIFICAN STAFF
The Department of Drama and
Dance, in cooperation with its newlyformed Alumni Theatre Advisory
Council, will hold the second in a
series of classes and workshops to be
conducted on campus by profession
als from the stage, film and televi
sion.
Professional actor Joe Lerer will
conduct a workshop entitled "Impro
visation for the Actor" on Sunday,
March 26.
Lerer — whose numerous film
credits include "Getting Even With
Dad," "Made in America" and
"Tucker" — has also done consider
able work on television, producing
and hosting various shows and act
ing in a number of programs, includ
ing "Knots Landing," "Matlock,"
"Hill Street Blues" and "Falcon
Crest."
Assisting Lerer with the improvi
sation workshop will be UOP alum
nus Squire Fridell, whose March 12
workshop "Acting for the Camera"
was well attended and very well re
ceived, according to Sandy Persels of
the department.
Lerer and Fridell will conduct the

Mary Chapin Carpenter and Shawn Colvin both contribute to the album,
Columbia Records Radio Hour: Volume One.

JOEL SCHWITZER
Pacifican staff writer
Professional actor foe Lerer will
conduct a workshop on March 26.
special three-hour workshop "Impro
visation for the Actor" this Sunday,
March 26, from 12 noon to 3 p.m. in
the DeMarcus Brown Studio Theatre
in the Drama Building.
The workshop is free and no pre
vious experience is necessary. Space
is limited and reservations are re
quired. Call the department at 9462116 for reservations and more infor
mation.

Since 1992, the Columbia Records Radio Hour has been heard on about
100 stations around the nation. Each show features a Columbia artist ac
companied by friends. This compilation album is the first in a series of re
leases of excerpts from this program.
,
Artists like Bruce Cockburn, Shawn Colvin, Mary Chapin Carpenter an
Leonard Cohen are spotlighted, bringing with them such guests as R°
Wasserman, David Byrne and Lou Reed.
Bruce Cockburn and Wasserman open the album, setting the tone
the remaining tracks. Cockburn's guitar accompanied by Wasserman's sub
skill at the double bass provides a pleasing backdrop to Cockburn's exec
lent songwriting. Really the main emphasis of the album, the thing t
links all these artists together is that they are all excellent writers. Colvi
and Carpernter each perform as guests on each others songs, contributing

See Music Review pa9j]l~
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Cordon Biersch
brews up best of|

Arts 8l Kntertainmpnf
Trout Fishing in America:
Who are these people?

Bay Area

CLANCY M. NOAILLES

Pacifican staff writer
Located at the foot of the Bay
Bridge in San Francisco, Gordon
Biersch is a modern brewery and res
taurant which sets the standard for a
successful operation.
With a wonderful view of the
bridge and a large open atmosphere,
Gordon Biersch provides food that
every bar should envy. They offer fin
ger foods, salads, sandwiches, en
trees, and desserts. We started with
the calamari fritti, pepper seared ahi
tuna and garlic lamb.
Three beers are offered: Export,

Gordon Biersch
Palo Alto, San Jose, Pasadena
Phone: (415) 243-8246

m m m* m
1 =Avoid it, 2=Fair,
3= Good, 4=Truly Outstanding

Marzen, and Dunkles. We combined
the Export, a very good, straightfor
ward pilsner style, with the calamari.
They result was a non-oily, batterdipped and fried plate of calamari
complimented by a very large glass
°f beer. The Marzen went with the
lavishly presented seared ahi tuna.
The Marzen — a bock — was smooth
and the ahi tuna was perfectly pre
sented and made this modern sushi
dish truly unique.
The Dunkles, which I thought
w as the best, and the lamb, which
was amazingly tender, was a combination everyone should try. The
Marzen was the best American beer
ve ever tasted and rivaled a freshly
Poured Guiness from Ireland.
After experiencing their amazing
l°b on appetizers, we split a dish of
fbe sage gnocchi, smoked chicken,
J e d chard, and brown butter. We
found it out of this planet, with more
ta ste than one can handle. It was ac
companied with an 1989 Monticello,
fine Cabernet that is reflective of
me restaurant's large wine list.
The best part about Gordon
Biersch is that they are expanding,
mere are restaurants in Palo Alto, San
|° s e, Pasadena, and Honolulu. This
°°d in all it's glory was relatively in
tensive, the finger food was all less
man $8.50, and the entree only
J1-2S. 1 could go on about how great
me food was, but that would only
delay y o u from going there right
avvay.
For reservations and informacall (4,15).243-3246. ....

tlQ n,

James HolJano

Keith Grimwood and Ezra Idlet make up the group Trout Fishing in America,
whose new album is titled "Who Are These People?"

JOEL SCHWITZER
Pacifican staff writer
Last summer saw the simultaneous release of two new releases by the band
Trout Fishing in America. "Mine," their second album for children, and the
appropriately titled "Who Are These People?"
To be exact, TFIA is Keith Grimwood and Ezra Idlet. In a phone interview,
Grimwood and Idlet agreed that this is a not uncommon question. Their part
nership has lasted for over 15 years of making music for a wide range of listen
ers.
Musically, this is a harder question to answer. Idlet notes that "When people
that have seen us try to describe the band to friends, it can be a bit of a chal
lenge." When pinned down to a response, Grimwood goes with the folk-rock
label. This is not an easy band to pin down though; their songs are performed
in styles as seemingly disparate as blues, tango, ballads, rock, and some quirky
tunes that don't fit easily into any category.
gee prout pagew

Clancy's Topless Snails recipe
Topless Snails: Garlic croutons with aioli and escargot. If you hate snails or
refuse to try them, keep reading. If you realize that this recipe is full of fat, oil,
and calories, keep reading. This simple but truly elegant appetizer is not from
France, but the kitchen of God. You will need:
one baguette of French bread
olive oil
aioli
one can of snails
lots of freshly chopped garlic
Aioli is just mayo and garlic, but you can also buy it. I suggest making it
because it is simple, just combine the two in a food processor. The olive oil
should be combined with garlic and brushed on the thinly sliced bread. The
snails should be rinsed in cold water, then sauteed in olive oil.
The bread should go into a preheated oven at 350 degrees for about ten
minutes. Once the bread shows the slightest hint of brown, put half a teaspoon
of aioli and one snail on each crouton, then top the snail with the other half of
aioli Put back into the oven for about five minutes, and enjoy.
I've tried this with hard croutons and it did not work very well, so be sure to
watch the bread and keep it a little soft.
This recipe should also be experimented with. I've tried it with tomato and
freshly chopped basil, baby spinach and pancetta, and onions and parsley.
Contributed by Clancy M. Noailles.

JJ.
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The Peculiar Film Critic
jason McFaul

'Losing Isaiah'
I was walking on campus the
other day when a little bird came up
to me and told me a vicious rumor
that's been circulating regarding my
dislike for movies. Even though I hap
pen to be of the opinion that it's
easier to write reviews for films I don't
personally care for, I merely write
what I feel; often times, the feeling I
feel is pity for the poor saps subjected
to the average low quality movie that
could have been avoided had I wrote
a more effective review.
Thus, if a movie is good, I'll say
so. But when it isn't, you better be
lieve I'll go beyond the movie itself
and criticize the writer, director, pro
ducer, and actors who contributed to
its demise.
Fortunately, for the second week
in a row, I am encouraging you, the
students of UOP, to pay full price and
see this week's movie, "Losing
Isaiah."
1 must admit, even I, a male so
secure with his masculinity that not
even a kick to the groin could flush a
tear from my eyes, almost cried in this
roller-coaster of emotions starring
Halle Berry, Jessica Lange, Samuel L.
Jackson, and Cuba Gooding, Jr. In
fact, I would have cried had it not
been for the 32 oz. bottle of Power
Aid 1 smuggled in under my jacket.
Because of that crazy antic, 1 spent
half the movie in an inverted crouch,
feeling certain desires to release liq
uids from areas other than my eyes.
Nevertheless, everyone around me
was crying, looking for Kleenex, and
complaining about their mascara.
The film centers around the issue
of whether or not a black baby, Isaiah,
belongs with black parents or white
parents. The twist in the argument
occurs in the fact that the birth
mother, Kyla (Berry), was addicted to
crack during and after the birth of her
child. This addiction caused her to
leave the baby in an alley unattended
overnight, only to arrive sometime
the next day at a hospital where it
underwent close supervision due to
medical difficulties.
Kyla, under the impression that
her baby had been taken away in a
dumpster, instead of being relocated
to a hospital and adopted, didn't re
alize until three years later that Isaiah
was indeed alive and living with
white parents. The struggle begins
when she decides to challenge the
legality of the adoption.
This is a good movie with fantas
tic acting. It tells a great story and it
ends triumphantly. I give it a 9 on
the Seat Uncomfortability Scale, and
I confess to feeling those chills, most
often associated with Disney movies,
up and down my spine several times
throughout this film.
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C A L E N D A R

The Paeifi'can

S E C T I O N

La Perichole, performed by Cabaret Arts &
O pera Too! at the Le Bistro Restuarant on I-5
and Benjamin Holt Drive. Dinner and oper
etta admission fee is $40 while dessert and
operetta admission is $20. Dinner is at 6:15
p.m. dessert at 7:15 p.m.
The operetta, entitled "A Spaniard Knows
The Way of Love," is filled with good singing
and hilarious comedy. Enter a world of street
singers, courtly schemes, and mistaken iden
tities, for another fine musical evening. Come
as you are, or in disguise.

Theatre in Stockton!
Thursday. March 23
ON CAMPUS
Campus Crusade For
Christ, 8:00-9:15 p.m., Wilson
Hall. Everyone is welcome
Guidance and the Chosen
Few play a conglomeration of
Hip Hop, Reggae, and Dance
music. McCaffery Center Stage.
Pacific Hour 12 p.m.
Sigma Xi National Lecturer
Dr. R. Irvin Taylor will speak on
"Science, Metascience and
Psuedoscience: Radiocarbon
dating confronts Pliocene Man
in the New World, Noah's Ark,
and the Shroud of Turin." WPC
140. 7p.m.
Oral history of Bible stories
by storyteller and actor Max
McLean. Morris Chapel, 7p.m.
Movie. "Pulp Fiction."
McCaffrey Center Theater. 8
p.m.
TIGER SPORTS
W. Softball vs. New Mexico
State. Bill Simoni Field 1 p.m.
OFF CAMPUS
Women's History Month.
Dr. Merrill Schleier, of the Art
Dept., "Tillie the Toiler or Tillie

the Tomato: Flotill Foods'Tillie
Lewis. She will focus on the
distinguished business career
of Stockton's own Tillie
Weisberg Lewis. Haggin Mu
seum, 1201 N. Pershing Av
enue. 7:30 p.m.

snowboarders will compete on
the
four
fearsome
mountainsides at Squaw Val
ley. Contest is open to the pub
lic. Call (916) 583-6985.

Saturday, March 25
ON CAMPUS
Band Frolic, Faye Spanos
Center. 7:30 p.m.

The Sleeping Beauty, San
Movie. "Pulp Fiction."
Francisco Ballet. Performances McCaffrey Center Theater. 8
Silverado Country Danc 8p.m. at War Memorial Opera p.m.
ing. Hot country music in a House. Ticket prices $7 to $82.
totally authentic western at Call (510) 762-BASS./
TIGER SPORTS
mosphere. Must be 21. The
M. Volleyball vs. La Verne.
Beatrice and Benedict. A Spanos Center. 7:30 p.m.
Silverado Dance Hall & Sa
loon. Hwy 99 between 8 mile comic operetta based on
Shakespeare's Much Ado About
RD & Morado LN.
M. Ice Hockey vs. UC
Nothing. North Church, 2138 Davis. Oak Park Ice Arena, UC
cedar St. Berkeley. $16 general Davis. 10:15 p.m.
admission, $12 student admis
sion. Call (510) 444-8575.
OFF CAMPUS
ON CAMPUS
Monet, A New Look at His
Pacific String Ensemble.
Silverado Country Danc Art and Life, art show of
James Stern director. Faye ing. Hot country music in a
Monet's late paintings. De
Spanos Concert Hall. 8 p.m.
totally authentic western at Young in Golden Gate Park in
mosphere. Must be 21. The San Francisco. Tickets sold by
Movie. "Pulp Fiction." Silverado Dance Hall & Saloon.
the day and hour. Advanced
McCaffrey Center Theater. 8 Hwy 99 between 8 mile RD &
ticketing is advised. Call (415)
p.m.
Morado LN.
776-7674

Friday. M arch 24

TIGER SPORTS
Black Angus. Top 40's and
M. Volleyball vs. Califor Oldies. 2525 March Lane. 9
nia. Spanos Center. 7:30 p.m. p.m. Call 951-8900
OFF CAMPUS
Squaw Valley hosts All
Mountain Extremes. This
$20,000 contest promises to be
one of the most exciting, highenergy events in North
America. Extreme skiers and

Papacito's College Night.
DJ music. 9:30p.m. Call 9519915
Tremors. DJ music. Vene
tian Square, March Lane and
Pershing. 9 p.m. Call 952-3473

Tracy Chapman plus spe
cial guest Dillon O'Brian. 8:00
p.m. Palace of Fine Arts.
The Sleeping Beauty, San
Francisco Ballet. Performances
8p.m. at War Memorial Opera
House. Ticket prices $7 to $82.
Call (510) 762-BASS.
Sports and Fitness Expo.

Exhibits on rock climb
ing, in-line skating ect.
San Jose Convention
Center, 150 West San
Carlos Street, San Jose.
Call (408) 286-5600.
Silverado Country
Dancing. Hot country
music in a totally authen
tic western atmosphere.
Must be 21. The Silverado
Dance Hall & Saloon.
Hwy 99 between 8 mile
RD & Morado LN.
Tremors. DJ music.
Venetian Square, March
Lane and Pershingp.m. Call 952-3473

Sunday, March 26
ON CAMPUS
Improvisation work
shop by the drama an
dance department witn
television and film aC
Joe Lerer. noon to 3 p_ n1 Call 946-3217 for infor
mation.
Movie. "Pulp Po
tion." McCaffrey Center
Theater. 8 p.m.
OFF CAMPUS
Sports and Fitn
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Wellness
Week

1995
Hypnotist Bruce McDonald is featured during Wellness
Week, beginning Tuesday, March 28. Various events are
scheduled around campus through Thursday, March 30.
McDonald will present a audience-participation en
couraging show in Faye Spanos Concert Hall at 8 p.m.
on Wednesday, March 29. For more information on
Wellness Week, contact ASUOP at 946-2233.
wmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm
i nbing, in-line skating ect.
I iuijose Convention Center,
^ West San Carlos Street,
Mjose Call (408) 286-5600.

HIV testing (Free &
Confidentail) Bannister Hall,
Student Advising Offices. 6
p.m. to 8p.m.

j Beatrice and Benedict. A
:;iicr operetta based on

Cultural Awareness Com
mittee and Rainbow of Cul
tures present: "Taste of Af
rica." African dishes, story
telling, music, Bechtel Inter
national Center Lounge. 6
p.m. to 8 p.m.

"i Sp are's Much Ado About
• % North Church, 2138
frSt Berkeley. $16 general
• /mission, $12 student adB|ssion. Call (510) 444-8575.

NoPdaii. March 27
OFF CAMPUS
Ser Athletic Luncheon,
. • sports. Speakers include:
Fe Wortmann, Quincey
t e- Brian Kolze. At the
F® Hotel, March Lane and
f orado Street. Admission
|' • Noon. Call 946-2UOP.

'•esdaii. March 28
. °N CAMPUS
Wellness.

JP'fitual
Ip-nf

Center 11 am- to

LTuesday World Forum.
LanJ Donna Ambrogi will
EL a"out "The New South
e Challenge and the
Kn•
Ride
hunch free for UOP
jr otKS' ^ or
donati°ns
ers-

w"r
Bechtel InternaL Center, noon to 1p.m.

Movie.
"Clerks."
McCaffrey Center Theater. 8
p.m.
Music. Audrey Andrist,
piano. Faye Spanos Concert
Hall. 8 p.m.

Wednesdaq. March 29
ON CAMPUS
HIV Testing (Free & Con
fidential) Bannister Hall, Stu
dent Advising Offices. (9 a.m.
to 11 a.m.)
ASUOP Hypnotist Faye
Spanos Concert Hall. 8 p.m.
Movie.
"Clerks."
McCaffrey Center Theater. 8
p.m.
OFF CAMPUS
"Murder by Misadven
ture." A pair of producers plot
the perfect crime for a televi

sion film just as their partner
ship starts to sour. Stockton
Civic Theatre. Student Rush
Tickets at $5 are sold at the box
office five minutes before the
perfomance. 7:30 p.m.
Thursdoq. March 30
ON CAMPUS
Health Fair. More than 25
booths. McCaffery Center. 11
a.m. to 1:30
Wellness Night. Festive
meal. Dining Halls: Callison,
and Grace Covell
Mocktails and Band. Jessie
Ballyntine Courtyard. 4:30
p.m. to 6:45 p.m.
Campus Crusade For
Christ, 8:00-9:15 p.m., Wilson
Hall. Everyone is welcome
Financial
Wellness
Speaker. Rick Hendrix of
Primerica Financial Service. 8
p.m. to 10 p.m.
Movie. "Star Trek Genera
tions. McCaffrey Center The
ater. 8 p.m.
OFF CAMPUS
La Perichole performed by
Cabaret Arts & Opera Too! Le
Bistro Restaurant, 1-5 and Ben
Holt Dr. Dinner seating, Din-

ner & Show $40 per person,
6:15 p.m. Dinner, Dessert $20
per person 7:15 p.m.
Fridaq. March 31
ON CAMPUS
Choral Concert: Oriana
Choir, Pacific Singers & Uni
versity Chorus. Edward Cetto,
conductor. Faye Spanos Con
cert Hall. 8 p.m.
"The Figure: Altered and
Distressed." at Richard
Reynolds Gallery in the art
department. Open 8 a.m. to 4
p.m. Free
Community Involvement
Program's Hispanic Youth
Conference. All Day. Call 9462436 for information.
Movie. "Star Trek Genera
tions. McCaffrey Center The
ater. 8 p.m.
TIGER SPORTS
M. Baseball vs. San Jose
State. Billy Hebert Field. 7
p.m.
OFF CAMPUS
Gyuto Monks/ Tibetan
Tantric Choir Sacred music of
Tibet. 8 p.m. Santa Cruz Civic
Auditorium. Call (510) 4293779

La Perichole performed
by Cabaret Arts & Opera
Too!. Le Bistro Restaurant, I5 and Ben Holt Dr. Dinner
seating, Dinner & Show $40
per person, 6:15 p.m. Din
ner, Dessert $20 per person
7:15 p.m.
Saturdaq. Rpril 1
ON CAMPUS
Music. "April Fools in
Concert." Join the conserva
tory faculty for a lighthearted musical spoof. Faye
Spanos Concert Hall. 8 p.m.
Art in Graduate School,
paintings and monoprints
by Lodi resident Jan Dove.
8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Hani an evenl listed
in the calendar?

li s free!
Coll fllpn at
[209] 946-2115

ikd 11/IM

Killed 5/14/93

DRIVING
DOESNT
JUST KILL
DRUNK
DRIVERS.

IIP

:

mkd 3/22/8%

Killed 12/24/91

Killed 8 / 2 6 / 9 0

Killed 5/ 48/91

If you dorft stop your friend from driving drunk, who will? Do whatever it takes.

FRIENDS DON'T LET FRIENDS DRIVE DRUNK.

I

1

and other products in which the
people all seem to have these perfect
lives Gnmwood and Idlet were in
spired to write this song.

\*tjtle track to "Who are these
'besides raising some obvious
';ns about the band, is a joking
into the lives of characters
1»»—
M-jsion and movies: "They're
Jk unless they're dying, they
•natch too much TV, their lives
• action-packed that they may
,get to sleep." After seeing these
kin movies and ads for Soloflex

and a "full tango orchestra."
Whether seeing them live or lis
tening to them on disc, the enthusi
asm of TFIA is obvious, regardless of
Trout Fishing in America put
the demographic target. "We enjoy
equal amounts of energy into their
the
variety allowed us by different
albums whether intended primarily
audiences. The thought of doing just
for children or adults. An example
children's shows, or targeting just the
they cite is the title cut on "Mine," a
8-25 year old beer-drinking audience
tango about sharing (or lack thereof).
would
get old after a little while."
Rather than being happy with just a
This
varied audience has led to
synthesizer tango pattern, they are
some pretty diverse locations that
n^rL-oH Kx r
r: i_ r ^
_ y
they have played in. At various times
they have performed at schools,
churches, synagouges, coffee houses
t/>
I
and bars. One memorable show was
o
1
at a minimum security prison in
M
Texarkana, Texas. "That has got to be
Is
the strangest place we've ever played.
o N
But the guys were very helpful, they
Q a|
wanted to help us lift all our heavy
equipment and get set up."
At one point in the interview, the
discussion turned to the internet, and
what its capabilities bring to the
world of folk music. "Folk music
doesn't usually occupy a large section
of the newspaper. It's more of a grass
roots following." As members of a
folk music mailing list on the net, a
new forum has been opened up by
which fans and artists can both keep
up on happenings in the genre on a
very wide level.
Idlet mentioned that a woman in
Wisconsin had posted to the list look
ing for a band that can perform for
Large One
kids and adults. Through their mu
tual membership in this list, it be
Topping Pizza
comes easier for these connections to
PLUS
be made. It is also a great way to keep
in
touch with issues of concern in a
A liter of coke,
particular area of interest.
diet coke or sprite
Their touring schedule is ex
tremely busy over the next several
weeks and several of the dates are
being recorded for use in an upcom
ing live album. I highly recommend
catching one of these shows — it is
well worth the drive. On March 31

Ifl
fKsf ii
mm
mmm 11
Eli BE£ BES s
ea

952-3030

UOP VALUE MEAL
One Topping Pizza
4.99

Medium

Large

$5.99

$6.99

$6.99
Jium O n e
3ing Pizza
PLUS
is of coke,
>ke o r s p r i t e

$8.99

NEW SPRING MERCHANDISE
ARRIVING DAILY!

JADE SOCCER
CENTER
957-5947
702 PORTER AVENUE
SUITE B, STOCKTON

Porter & Pacific in Porter Station
Shopping Center
ADIDAS-ZAXA-FATMICK
UMItO-DIADOiA-MttlOZ
LANZiAA-BOOKS-WAAM'UPS
T-SBItTSOOALZttrMtSA
MXFMtiiS XQUIFMXMT

TEAM DISCOUNTS
We do team uniforms too?!

Happy Hours
4 p.m. - 7 n.m.
Monday - Friday

%

lams

(209) 478-6290
2324 GRANO

''•'"coin Center

951-5581

CANAL BlVD *4 • STOCKTON. CA ©S207
ACROSS FROM THE «JON ENTRANCE
Catering AvoBobto

they are doing a show for the Butte
Folk Music Society in Chico (call
(916) 895-8560 for info) and the fol
lowing day at the Kuumbwa Jazz Cen
ter in Santa Cruz (information at
(408)429-7653). Being that the Santa
Cruz shows —7 p.m. and 9:30 p.m.
— are on April Fool's Day, it should
be an ideal time to check out their
act.

Mus/c Review
continued from page 12
"Shotgun down the Avalanche," and
Carpenters beautiful "Come On
Come On."
The last three tracks on the album
are what stick out on this collection.
Leonard Cohen, the amazing (and
unappreciated) songwriter from
Canada performs majestic versions of
his songs "I'm Your Man" and "Com
ing Back to You." Most listeners will
immediately recognize Cohen's dis
tinctive voice from the opening and
closing songs from Oliver Stone's big
gest mistake "Natural Born Killers"
(amazing soundtrack to an amazingly
bad movie).
The final track features Cockburn,
along with Reed, Roseanne Cash, and
Wasserman. "Cry of a Tiny Babe," re
corded just a few days before Christ
mas, is a beautiful ending to the disc.
From beginning to end, The Co
lumbia Records Radio Hour disc pro
vides nonstop acoustic wizardry and
superb songwriting.

Ever thought about
writing for Arts and
Entertainment?
Call Hate at 946-2115
for more information.
Eden Square Apartments
Stockton's Original Urban Village
Studio
$325 • I Bdrm
$400
Park setting. Art Oreo decor. Lot* of quiet
living space Downstair* Cafe. Martial Art*
school Underground parking, on site security
Call 943-5222

Mexican Cusine and
Cocktail Lounge
236 Lincoln Center
477-9614
25% off any dinner
combination with
this couppn
_

y

?
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AND when WE RETURN,
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"Pulp Fiction"
The 1994 Cannes Film f« HOW
Palme d'Or winner
$
est film from the award-1 GE'
director of "Reservoir Dog" #
is a one-of-a-kind gangs e't S.
whose bizarre sense of humo 0
dacious structure and mas (60
filmmaking technique makesi i
"must-see" of the year. Calk
'"American Graffiti' of crime COC
tures" by critics, "Pulp Fiction' (end
tures an all-star cast in three s En
rate but intertwined storie ; M
crime and criminals that wil
trigue and fascinate. Rate.
March 23-26
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CHAOS

CHAOS by Brian Shuster

"Well, I was thinking more along the lines of
light-blue. But this is nice, too."

$198

Now that you are on your own.
You need a family DENTIST you can cal yod""
ard get the regularcheckups without
wait until vacations or breaks. More
will feel Just like home—or even better. We

702 Porter Way
Stockton
(Porter Station)
477-2442

Frankfurt
$225*
Paris
$249*
Vienna
$319*
Bangkok
$375*
Costa Rica
$275*
Chicago
$129*
$149*
New York
Washington D.C. $184*
Boston
$184*
•Fares are each way from San Francisco based on

"Star Trek: Generatio
In the seventh installmen
the successful series, Jean
Picard (Patrick Stewart) and J;
T. Kirk (William Shatner) fin
meet face to face in the 24th
tury. An astronomical phen iihh
enon bridging time frames br
the original crew of the space
Enterprise and the television
together for their most treache
mission ever. Picard must re
Kirk from a powerful force
travels through space where j
present and future converge
PG, March 30-April 2

"Fo ihe last time, Bill, don't look down1.

FORMAL
CONNECTION

London

"Clerks"
Written and directed by K j rent
Smith, this is a grainy, black
white comedy charting a day it ga-sp
life of reluctant convenience; lid no
clerk Dante Hicks. Hicks su snea
through condescending custon
confusing girlfriends and gen
esteem-shaking abuse. The job
herent tedium leaves room fo
depth existential inquiry. Rate
March 28-29
xion,k

by Brian Shuster

i

General Dentistry

• Bonding and Porcelain Veneers
1 Easy and Gentle Care
1 Ultrasonic Cleaning
1 Most Insurance Accepted
• Fillings, Dentures

TUXEDO RENTALS
HUGE VARIETY OF
STYLES
LOTS OF COLORS
IN CUMMERBUNDS
& TIES

•
Video [IT

Crowns

Located gosew^

w***'

We value good communication—all concerns Wp

Bring this ad in for a FREE TOOln^5^1
One Coupon per Person • No purchase necessary

—

Lester H. Low, DI>

5345 N. El Dorado Street^

rcxrdtnp purchase. Restrictions appfy and taxes not
"eluded. Call for other worldwide destinations.

Council Travel

At Yokuts Near California State Automobile

UOP STUDENT DISCOUNTS

Call NOW for your preferred appointment

BRING THIS AD IN FOR
15% OFF TUXEDO RENTALS

530 Bush St., San Francisco, CA 94108
1-800-226-8694
For Around-The-World Fares
Call 415-693-8785

Member: American Dental Association,
California Dental Association,
San Joaquin Dental Society

Porter at pacific behind the Shell Station
1

1

©9

^

474-333
Member Pacific

uOPSdioolof Denfcfy

Diana Phan
Classified Advertising
946-2115
all options, $8,000 OBO
478-7000/951-4848.

^?neyear
3164.

rfUNDRAISER IN 5 DAYSGROUPS,
MOTIVATED
FAST,
r|1)lJALS.
VO FINANCIAL
ION (800) 775-

JOBS
Delivery Drivers earn $8.00 - 10.00/hr.
Flexible hours, perfect
part-time job! Apply in
person: 4343 Pacific
Avenue Domino's Pizza.

r.33

tT COCKTAIL
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PART-TIME JOBS
Mark Beldon Struc
tures seeks Civil Engi
neering grad or senior to
complete calculations
on structural buildings
Call 293-3357 or 2933111.

Rated

r
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non-smoking
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_ room for ij
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Boys and Girls Club
of Stockton seeks Tuto
rial Coordinator and
Tutors for High School
Students. $6/hour. Flex
ible hours. Contact Tom
Hall 466-1302. Older
Graduating Senior want
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sttreai
must
J! force T!
> where («
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position
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Computer Land
seeks accountant for ac
counts payable and re
ceivable and daily book
keeping. 20 hrs/week.
$6.50/hour. Contact
thas Boudamen, 4731241.
UOP Summer Quest
seeks Teachers for June
- July 1 at Feather
River Inn summer camp.
$400 + room + board.
Contact
Bertram
Chatham, 946-2424.
Kelly Services seeks
graphic artist for imme
diate opening in Lodi.
$10/hour with Benefits.
Macintosh knowledge
required. Contact 9510898.
National Opinion
Research Center seeks

.s^arTr
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THAT'S WHY JOSTENS OFFERS SPECIALLY
PRICED COLLEGE RINGS.

Research Interviewers
for S. Joaquin county
area interview project.
Contact Anne Ander
son, NORC Field Office
2933 SW Nevada Court'
Portland, OR 97219, fax
resumes and letters to
(503) 639-9697

FULL-TIME JOBS
3M Media seeks Ad
vanced Sales Services
Coordinator to serve in
customer service and
administrative
capaciaties. Contact
Melanie Lewis 2050
West Fremont, Stockton
95203, 466-5021 ASAP!
Call to arrange an ap
pointment.
Personnel Resources
search firm seeks candi
dates for Fund Accoun
tant position with Sacra
mento Investment/Mu
tual Funds firm. Posi
tion requires accounting

courses, but not neces
sarily accounting major.
Contact Kami ASAP,
(916) 920-2600, FAX
920-2718.

sity Relations, M/S 935,
PO
Box
3453,
Sunnyvales 94088 at
(408) 749-6280, FAX
774-7023.

Personnel Solutions
search firm has immedi
ate position available in
Menlo Park Public Rela
tions firm. Contact An
gela 2370 Watson
Court, Suite 220, Palo
Alto 94303, (415) 3234300, FAX 812-7650.

NWN seeks Sales
Engineers in Silicon Val
ley.
Contact Bob
Gibbens, 2075 De La
Caruz Blvd., Suite, 104,
Santa Clara 95050,
(408) 492-9255, FAX
492-9258.

Kagome Foods seeks
Engineer/Maintenance
Supervisor with food
processing experience.
Contact Lori kalika, 33
Johnson Rd, Los Banos
93635, (209) 826-8850,
FAX 826-8858.
Advanced Micro
Devices seeks EE, Sys
tems, Computer engi
neering and CS candi
dates for numerous op
portunities. Contact
Patricia Wilson, Univer-

Did You Know,•••

When You

Donate
Plasma
You Save
Lives
T Tiile
Earning
Money!

• Plasma-based medicines save thousands of
lives, some right here in our community.
• Just a few hours of your time each month can
help make the difference in someone's life.
• Miles compensates you each time you donate.
Depending on how often you donate, you can
recei ve up to $ 135 a month!

March 29-31 and April 3 and 4
Time: 10-3
Place: McCaffrey Center

Of call 346-21.

EARN
EXTRA
CREDIT

• Plasma is an essential fluid of life and there is
an on-going need for good quality plasma.

ate:

Contact tef Semites
for more information on
foil- and part-time jobs.
located across Pacific
Avenue

• Miles is seeking STUDENTS and others to
help share tlieir good health with people in
need. If you're at least 18 years old and meet
our health requirements you can start saving
lives while you earn!
Miles Inc.

CenlerHours 7am-4:30pm
For more informationcall:
(209)465-0284

:
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is right for you?

A
7loosing a method
of birth control
' n P. ROW
. t writer

Since the beginning, human be
ings have sought ways to limit births
and population growth. Birth con
trol has been practiced since antiq
uity and has a long history in the
United States.
In 1914, Margaret Sanger, the
founder of modern birth control and
family planning, committed herself
to changing the laws which made it
illegal to distribute family planning
information and/or provide birth
control.
In the 1950s, the condom and
the diaphragm were the most popu
lar meth
The pill being made
available
e 1960s.
The
->e of contraception is
twofo'
to allow men and
womer
do not desire preg
nancy •
y sexual activity and
second
low couples who do
want cf
n, but control when
theyha
m. Today we also need
to be co
ned about the HIV virus
and AID . a possible consequences
of sexual niercourse.
Choosing a contraceptive is an
important decision. A method that
does not fit the individual's personal
lifestyle is not likely to be used cor
rectly or consistently. Users them
selves should make the decisions
about the contraceptives they select,
taking into consideration the feel
ings and attitudes of their partners.
Ask yourself these questions:

•Will the method you choose be
healthy for you to use?
•Will you be able to use it the
right way every time?
•Will it protect you from AIDS
and other sexually transmitted dis
eases?
Men and women have an equal
role in creating life and an equal need
to take the responsibility that comes
along with being a sexually active
adult.
The safety and health risks of
birth control have been studied and
the risks of most methods are very
small. Since each person is different,
however, some methods may repre
sent a safer or better choice than oth
ers for a specific person.
Women and men today have
many choices in birth control, but
there is no one method that is best
for everyone. Each has advantages
and disadvantages, risks and benefits.
It is important to consider your per
sonal feelings and preferences, as well
as those of your partner. Decisions
about birth control need to be made
in a thoughtful and rational way. If
you don't like your method, you may
not use it. Birth control, like sex,
works best when both partners agree
and understand what they are doing.
There have been some new devel
opments in contraceptives over the
past several years which have pro
vided couples with additional options
to choose from. These include the
hormonal implants (Norplant), hor
mone injections (Depo Provera) and
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the female condom. Detailed infor
mation about these new methods and
all other methods of birth control are
available at the local Planned Parent
hood clinic.
Remember, using any method is
better than none at all and using a
condom along with the method of
your choice can prevent AIDS and
other STD's.
If you need any additional infor
mation or have some questions you

would like ar.ivvcre^'^es'^ joaqui
Planned Parenthood of
,,
Valley's Education Dep ^
466-0135. There are
throughout Sanjoaqu
iceS oo I
provide contraceptive
sliding fee scale.
—51
work

Robin Morrow,
Planned Parenthood of
County, Inc.
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Now that you're going to
graduate school hov
oo you plan to pay for i
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fjunior Marleta Warneke was
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jseofthe KPAC women's talk
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Loan Program offers T
Stafford Loans and oi
exclusive GradAssist I
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No matter what you study
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annual California History
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ng the members of the
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teams. A car wash will also be
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• easy repayment,

you can count on Citibank, the

• low interest rates,

nation s number one originator

• no application fees,

of student loans, to help finance
your education.

• an easy application t
• fast approvals,

For Medical Students

• and one toll-free n

(pursuing allopathic arid

to call for answers to

osteopathic medicine) The
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offers Federal Stafford

For more informal

Loans and our exclusive
MedicalAssist Loan.
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Citibank Graduate L

call 1 -800-692-82t

For MBA Students

and ask for Operator

The CitiMBA Loan
Program offers Federal
Stafford Loans and our
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• All Federal Stafford Loans
• Citibank MedicalAssist Loan
(for students of allopathic and
osteopathic medicine)

l

l
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L
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Yes! I want more information
and an application for the following
Citibank Graduate Loans:

• Citibank MBAAssist Loan
(for business students)

• Citibank GradAssist Loan
(for graduate students)
Mail this coupon to:

Citibank Student Loans

P.O. Bo* 22948
Rochester, NY 14692-2948
Citibank (New York Stale)

255
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StuJcnt'b Ski.iI Security

!#•*hemr•"•»«!*.#r««*

*

Mtklcni i4 currently in

UCrjJiutcSUiu

Year of Graduation
Name of College/Graduate Mwol
Are you a previous student loan

Or for faster service,
call 1-800-692-8200,
and ask for Operator 256.

• Yes

• No

CITIBANK®
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Tiger
Sports
Updates
Men's Tennis
The team beat Santa Clara 6-1
on Sunday in a non-conference
matchup.
Singles:
Joe Gonzales (UOP) d. Scott
Pfeiffer 6-2, 7-6 (0)
Mauricio Sovero (UOP) d. Larry
Olin 6-4, 2-6, 6-0
Jorge Abreu (UOP) d.Ryan Pang
6-0, 6-0
Ole Olson (UOP) d. Greg Fox 63, 6-1
Daniel Brandt (UOP) d. Ben
Freeland 6-0, 6-2
Jeff Snyder (SC) d. Ernie Schmidt
(UOP) default
Doubles:
Gonzlaes-Sovero (UOP) d.
Freeland-Olin 8-4
Abreu-Olsen (UOP) d. PangPfeiffer 8-4
Brandt-Schmidt (UOP) d. FoxSnyder 8-3
Record- UOP 5-6.

Women's Basketball
The women face Notre Dame
this afternoon in their first post
season appearance ever.
Tune in to KWG-AM 1230 at
6:00 p.m. on Thursday, March 23,
for the delayed broadcast of the
National Women's Invitation
Tournament.

Upcoming sports events
The men's volleyball team
faces off against LaVerne at A.G.
Spanos Center at 7:30 p.m. on
March 25.
Monday, March 27, Tiger Ath
letic Luncheon at The Plaza Hotel
at noon. $7
Next week: Men's and
Women's NCAA Swimming
Championships highlights.
Michael Jordan continues his
comeback trail against the N.B.A.'s
elite this week, battling the Or
lando Magic at home and Boston
Celtics.

Women's tennis

Women netters
finish third in
San Diego Classic
THE PACIFICAN
University of the Pacific's women's
tennis team placed third in the Univer
sity of San Diego Tennis Classic last
weekend.
In the first round of the eight team
tournament, the Tigers played the Uni
versity of Arkansas, a team that they
had beaten easily two seasons ago. This
year the result was the same with the
Tigers coming out on top six matches
to three.
Pacific was up four matches to two
after the singles competition, with wins
coming from Tracee Lee, Katharina
Schlensker, Marsa Kuurne and Tanya
O'Neil. Co-captains Lee and Kuurne,
currently #23 in the nation, won at
number one doubles to clinch the dual
match for the team. They dominated
Maria Torres and Kendra Howard 6-3,62 to post their fifteenth victory of the
season. Schlensker and partner Bente
Grina also won in doubles drubbing
Robin Juels and Claire Santiago 6-0,61.

In the semi-finals Pacific played
#33 ranked University of South Florida.
After six hard fought singles matches
the Tigers were able to come up with
two wins. Tracee Lee was on fire at num
ber one singles with a 6-0, 6-0 whip
ping Shelley Sewell and Marsa Kuurne
overwhelmed Caroline Labecque 6-3,62 at number three. Kuurne is back to
full strength after a series of injuries
and, therefore, has moved up to num
ber three in the singles lineup. Having
to win all three doubles matches to win
the dual match proved to be too tough.
South Florida's strong number three
doubles team got the win with a 6-3, 76 victory over Pacific's O'Neil and Molly
White.
If they could not make the finals
the UOP women, #48 in the nation,
wanted to equal last year's third place
finish. To do that they needed to de
feat #42 University of Illinois. The
Fighting Illini were confident having
won five of their last six dual matches
and knowing that they were ranked
higher than their opponents.
At number one singles Lee contin
ued to apply the heat with a 6-0, 6-2
scorching of Kristen Jones.Junior Molly
White was off the court next disman
tling Laura Rydberg 7-6(4), 6-2 at num
ber six. The Tigers lost a pivotal match
,lJd

See Tennis page; 26

Connie Blaisure (#5) and the Pacific women's basketball team will
Notre Dame Thursday in the National Women's Invitational Tounnvi

Women's basketball

Tigers face Notre Dame in N.W.I.T.
XOCHITL GARCIA
Pacifican Staff Writer
After an outstanding perfor
mance this season, the Tigers will
take on Notre Dame Thursday,
March 23, in their first-ever post
season game at the National
Women's Invitation Tournament.
The Tigers, who finished their
regular season with a 20-12 record,
will play a total of three games. The
first one is today at 1:00 p.m. (PCT)
against the Fighting Irish (19-9).
UOP enters the eight-team tour
nament in the No.6 spot. Starters
Lainie Bebber and Sue Will are still
on the bench due to injuries.
"With Lainie and Sue out, a lot
of people are not expecting a lot
from us, but as a coaching staff, we
are expecting a lot out of the team,"
said Assistant Coach John
Henderson. "Yes, we have lost two
of our starters, but we still can play
a good game with the rest of them."
This is the first time in the
program's history that the team
went to post-season play. Much of
this accomplishment can be attrib
uted to their enthusiastic and
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hardworking coach Melissa DeMait fens
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Softball

Pacific battles the nation's elite
BRAD HUNGERFORD

returned to Bill Simoni field for a six
game, three day series with the Utah
State Aggies.
The lady Tigers softball team went
Unfortunately this day would not
into last Thursday's game against the
bring much more light for the Tigers,
#4 ranked UNLV lady Rebels in an
losing a doubleheader to the Aggies.
awkward position. Mother nature
In the first game, Pacific (9-15)
had kept them off the practice field
jumped out to an early 2-0 lead after
so much that they were forced to
three innings. Mieko Nagata scored
field, hit, and pitch in the gymna
on an Anne Bishop single. Follow
sium Would it have an effect on their
ing Carolyn Wilson's single and Beth
play?
Corriea's groundout to second,
I think that we are playing very
Bishop scored on a Brandi Phillips
well in many areas. 1 think what is
single.
hurting us is that we are playing very
Pacific's Leslie Rodgers cruised
sporadic," UOP softball coach Brian
through the first six innings. At one
Kolze told The Pacifican. "Two or
Quincy Noble (HI)confers
his players
with
point she had retired 15 Aggies in a
three people play well at different
row.
times, "we just need all nine to play
But in the seventh, Utah St. put
well at the same time."
together three consecutive hits and a
UNLV (21-3) maintained its per
walk to push across a pair of runs.
fect Big West Conference record (8Following a Pacific error, Tanya
0) defeating the Tigers (9-13,0-2) 7-3
Norton belted a two-run single that
and 2-0 at Bill Simoni field during the
scored Kelly White and Julie Tanner
weekend doubleheader. The Rebels
to cap off the Aggie rally and take the
scored four times in the sixth inning
victory by a score of 4-2.
early for their first two hits of the
to break open the scoreless game.
In the nightcap, Thompson re
game, but UOP answered with lead
With bases loaded in the sixth, Julie
grouped after a shaky start to toss her
off singles by Zimmerman and Paulin,
HOP Baseball team had anCrandall walked to score Kim
third shutout of the season. After
while Ramy Dickinson's infield
|successful weekend as they
Rondina
and
put
the
first
run
on
the
walking
four batters and giving up a
grounder produced a 4-1 advantage.
Iriliost to the Southern Utah
board.
Then Vegas' Heather
hit in the first three innings, Thomp
Reichert gave up only one more hit
•university Thunderbirds. Pacific
Markowitz cleared the bases with a
son retired 11 out of the last 12 that
before Matt Engelken took over and
J. J8 runs on 41 hits, sweeping
double to take the 4-0 advantage.
she faced and rolled to a convincing
recorded
his
first
save
of
the
year.
LCfPwne series.
8-0 win.
Pacific picked up one run in the
In the nightcap, UOP struggled
second time this
bottom
half
of
the
fourth.
Debbie
Phis weekend the Lady Tigers will
but mounted a come from behind 6that these two teams have met
Wilson
led
off
with
a
double,
moved
travel
to Sacramento to take place in
2 win. Pitcher Scott Mitchell (2-1)
1 T|Sers were successful last
over to third on a single by Tristan
the CellularOne Capital Classic Soft
tossed his second complete game of
F»ell, taking two out of three
Austin and scored on a fielders
ball Tournament. In this tourna
the year while striking out seven in
choice,
to
make
it
4-1.
ment,
eight teams that will be com
m
seven innings to record the win.
/J,lfc??ene<l,hefo'u'Sa e
'ay afternoon by sending
The
Rebels
stayed
on
the
attack
peting
are
ranked in the NSCA Top
In the sixth inning, Dee Green
_ is to the hill. Backed by an
scoring
three
more
runs
in
the
sev
25
poll,
which
appears each Wednes
roped what should have been a
De X, ense and a hjgh powered
enth. Aly Henderson led off the in
day in USA Today. Two of the 16
homerun off the left-centerfield wall,
(6-°i threw his fourth
ning with a double, Ronnie Salcido
teams were in the College World Se
but was ruled a double. Unfortu
followed
with
a
walk
and
Amy
ries last year. Pacific will be in a pool
nately, through this discussion pro
nltJ-iK?T' glVing Up only 2 runs
with:
Utah, Oaklahoma, and North
Watkins
singled
to
score
Henderson.
quickly
picked
*
"P his
cess the umpires decided that UOP
nsurf'onsecutive win.
western.
Salcido then scored on a fielders
head coach Quincey Noble had seen
choice and Watkins scored on a sac
"This will give us a chance to see
7*
,
/ ledearIy
—
wntn Dee
cee
y when
ilXl!!?."
enough and should take an early
rifice
fly
by
Sara
Mallett
for
the
7-1
other
teams from other parts of the
double lnto the left field corshower. Along with coach Noble went
lead.
country," Kolze said. "This will be a
J„'ed Scott Mitchell.
SUSU's second baseman Nick Dorick
good experience for us."
In the bottom of the seventh Pa
anl rtll!er ^ew's surrendered a solo
who was also ejected for arguing with
cific loaded the bases with no outs but
5 inick
uonc in the
Nick Doric
the men in blue.
could only manage to push two runs
SVVeredbackwhen
Sunday's score seemed like a more
5he^Johnsonf
across.
appropriate football score than the
n
0
RBI ^ ^
In the night cap UNLV jumped
t^e rm an.
score of a baseball game, the Tigers
on Pacific in the first inning when
(*v£put up three more runs
racked up 19 runs on 17 hits rolling
Salcido singled and scored on a
h and went on to an 8-2
t/it,
over the T-Birds 19-7.
Rondina doubled to make it 1-0. The
The T-Birds (6-23) used seven
Rebels added the second run in the
^UTd,^.afternoon- the Tigers
singles and four Pacific errors to score
fourth when Andi Balandran scored
seven runs in the first two innings,
on a passed ball by catcher Carolyn
re#»iv freckI; he opening
but Kevin Sumter came on in relief
CALIFORNIA FRESH TAQUERIA
Wilson. Balandran reached on a walk,
FRESH FISHTAOOS GARLICPRAUNS
cp.,_
^ciLiitrri (oto silence the T-Birds. Three UOP re
advanced to second on a wild pitch
BREAKFAST BURRTTOSBGG& POTATO
St"ke °UtS" Reichert
m«^cked h
lief pitchers, Lance Hedquist, Mike
and was moved to third on a fielders
FRESH DEEP FTQEDOYSTERS
^Pau,inby t^° hlt games by
Mastagni, and Mark Rodriguez com
CHICKEN.CARNTTAS CARNEASADA
choice
before scoring.
n
Mike
Ws ' n
Abernathy
bined to no-hit the T-Birds over the
BLACK BEANSOUR SPECIALTY
Pacific threatened throughout the
ICECCLD FJESHSgLEESDUMONAO:
last four innings.
game, leaving 12 runners stranded
FRESHSTEAMED ARTICHOKES
i^fuckout four in the first
The Tigers added eight runs in he
including eight in the final three in
^hile UOP built a
sixth to cap off the scoring which
nings. However, Rebel pitcher Amy
three two-out runs
We accept ATM & checks
} first ^
sealed their victory and a weekend
Stewart worked out of several jams to
Quaity Drive-Thru
T^-oi ,is doubled in two
sweep.
maintain control of the game. The
Fvjth , ead and Abernathy folPhone
Otters 952-6261
The Tigers travel to Las Vegas to
Tigers were defeated by the Rebels by
r n sc°ring single.
take
on
the
Rebels
in
a
three
game
4601
Pacific Ave.
a final score of 2-0.
B|rds touchpH Poic
touched Reichert
1
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Men's lacrosse

UOP loses
thriller in OT
ANDY SNAIDER
Pacifican guest writer

I

Pacific's lacrosse team squandered
a 9-7 lead with 3:30 remaining in
regulation time and eventually lost
on the road against UC Davis last
weekend in sudden death overtime.
UOP fought back from a half-time
deficit of 5-2 to take a 7-6 lead late in
the third quarter. After extending the
lead to 9-7, UOP was dealt a painful
two-minute, unreleasable penalty
with under three minutes to go. This
rendered Pacific's defense helpless
with a one man disadvantage for the
final two minutes.
UOP's WCLL All-Star candidates
dominated the second half of the
game in the offensive end of the field.
Junior Kevin McCaffrey dominated
the midfield, winning 11 of 13 faceoffs and scoring a career high four
goals. Senior midfielder Chris Rooke
scored two goals with two assists,
while junior attacker Jeff Meeks added
a goal and two assists. Other goals
were scored by junior defender Andy
Snaider and senior midfielder
Jonathan Dewhurst. Freshman goalie
Ross Chassy stopped 29 out of 39
shots for a 74% save percentage. The
lacrosse team has two games remain
ing on their season schedule. They
travel to Cal Poly-San Luis Obispo on
March 26 and will host the New
Mexico State Aggies Saturday, April 29
at Brookside Field at 2:00 p.m.

Tennis
continued from page 24

at number two singles. UOP's Katharina
Schensker was in a hole, down 4-6, 0-4
to Camille Baldrich. Slowly but surely
she came back. She played more calmly
than her opponent to win the second
set 7-6. With new life and new balls
Schlensker cruised in the third set win
ning it 6-2 and tying the team score at
three a piece.
Pacific needed to win two out of
the three doubles to win the dual
match, and that is exactly what they
did. At number two Schlensker and
Grina blew their opponents away los
ing only two games. Molly White and
Tanya O'Neil played a gutsy match at
number three to win the clincher. They
were down 3-6,1-4 and decided to turn
it up a notch. They won 11 of the next
13 games and the match 3-6, 6-4, 6-2.
(t gave the Tigers a five to four win over
a Big Ten opponent and a third place
finish in the USD Women's Tennis Clas
sic.
Pacific is now 7-6 overall and play
their next home match on Thursday,
Vlarch 30, against Fresno State at
1:30p.m.

BASKETBALL PLAYOFFS
Congratulations to the follow
ing IM Basketball Championship
teams:
Women's
"G.L.O.B." defeated "Round of
Applause" (30-29)
Co-Rec
"X's & O's" defeated "Fast Break
ers" (60-52)
Men's AA
"Nothin' but Flavor" defeated
"Tigers" (60-57)
Men's A
"Dura Maters" defeated
"Weight Watchers" (38-21)
Men's B
"Elmo's Posse" defeated "Nutty
Nuts" (45-31)
Men's C
"Does it Matter?" defeated
"Kappa Psi Posse" (40-38)
Napoleon A
"No Boundaries" defeated
"SAE" (65-49)
Napoleon B
"Kappa Psi" defeated "Phi Delt"
(63-56)
SOCCER
All captains should have picked
up a copy of the revised soccer
schedule. All games canceled due to
weather have been rescheduled as
of Monday, March 20. Cancellations
after this date will be reconsidered
by the IM staff.
The soccer field has been repo
sitioned to the Northeast corner of
Broodside (next to University
Townhouses) to enable our softball
season to get started.

'5

SOFTBALL
The IM softball season gets
going this week with 37 teams
competing in four separate di
visions. All games will take
place on Brookside Field and
are scheduled between 4:15
and 6:15, Sunday through
Thursday.

SPRING VOLLEYBALL
Entries for volleyball
closed on Tuesday at 5:00 p.m,
and play begins this Sunday.
This 4-week mini season pro
vides a chance for you to con
tinue to enjoy volleyball in a
non-competitive setting.
TENNIS
Entries open: March 13
Entries close: April 13 at 4:00
p.m.
Match dates: Singles (April 19
&21) Doubles (April 20 & 22)

TANNING • FITNESS

George's
Sports Cards

Pampered Lady
Qe/itlemen Welcome! I

• BASEBALL

FOOTBALL • NONSW

•4 TANNING BEDS
• 1 TANNING STAND-UP
•7 TONE AMERICA TABLES
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2303 W. ALPINE (2 BLOCKS WESTOF UOP ENTRANCE)

CALL 464-5916
1108 East Waterloo
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lf you've ever thought
about making your own
beer, now is your chance.
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Conditions looking great
for Spring skiing

>lOB)a
Undof
¥ausejn
"in the
intend Alpine
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CIFIC

7273 Murrray Drive, Suite 17
Stockton, CA 95210
(209) 957-4549

FREE CLASSES

Meadows plans to have eleven lifts operating this week
Lded weather conditions permit. Earlier this week Alpine received

hp.' 1 j^Tpowder nCW Sn°W' AlpinC h3S 3 156 t0 276 inch"base of packed

I

65

Badger Pass has a base of 96 to 108 inches of machine groomed

W; : |%
no'spm jear Valley will have eight lifts in operation this week with 85
"petti* cent of its terrain open Bear's base is 72 to 182 inches of machine
tsintht ®ed, skier packed and fresh powder. Bear Valley started this week off
n's g iiover two feet of fresh snow.
nipionshi Boreal has six lifts scheduled to operate this week weather condi
!ch. ppermitting. Ninety percent of the terrain will be opened with maje groomed and fresh powder on the 160 tO 185-inch base. Boreal
ted up and additional 30 inches of new snow from a storm earlier this

BMT TOWING
"24 Hr. Emergency Towing"

1011 S. Aurora St.
Stockton, CA 95206

I Diamond Peak has an additional 30 inches of fresh powder on top
. rt0 119-inch base. Conditions are machine groomed and open
i Fjve lifts are scheduled for operation and all facilities are open.
|Dodge Ridge received 19 inches of new snow on Monday increasr r base to an average depth of 120 inches. Eleven lifts will be in
tation this week and 100 percent of the terrain will be open with
mine groomed and packed powder.
iDonner ^i Ranch will have six lifts operating this week, weather
Pitting. Donner received approximately six inches of new powder
Week" Conditions are machine groomed and 40 runs will
Ion
[Heavenly has 22 lifts scheduled for operation this week, weather
i ions permitting. Slopes are machine groomed, skier packed and
^powder on a base of 60 to 132 inches with over 20 inches of fresh

|fkwood is forecasting skiing through Memorial weekend. Kirkwood
"J la'Sest snow base in North America with 182 to 288 inches of
En3n ^resb P°wder. Kirkwood picked up an additional 24 inches of
now on Monday. Nine lift are scheduled to operate weather permitbave eight lifts operating this week and 60 runs will
odprt^Star
P n. Northstar received nearly 24 inches of new powder earlier this
'ncreasing the base to 84 to 168 inches of machine groomed and
powder.

j^"a"at"Tah°e has a base of 96 to 216 inches of machine packed
s powder. Six lifts are servicing 44 runs this week weather permit^ ver 24 inches of new snow fell early this week at Sierra.
'Jaw Valley plans to stay open through July 4. Squaw will have
jes,runnmg this week, weather conditions permitting. Over 20 inches
j « P°wher fell earlier this week and conditions are machine groomed
powder, powder, and more powder" according to the ski report.
'§ar Bowl plans
to
tVPatk
..
— operate six lifts this
""•» week
"*•«-« subject to
— change
olesnf r conditions- Sugar Bowl has al50 to 252-inch base with 1-2
0 new snow from Monday night's storm.
#T
on ?^."^onner wih have only two lifts in opWeek unless conditions permit the
rmino
fresh an additionaI lift- Nearly 24 inches
hoe n Snow fed after Monday's storm.
iCOnH°?-ner has a base of 100 to 135 inches
dions are machine groomed powder.

by
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" I f Y o u r C a r 's Not Going,
We'll Be Towing!"

reflect

the best estimate of conditions as
Updated ski information is avail]ng the Sundance Sports snow line at 477-

a7 morning.

r
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(209) 463-8006
(800) 588-4TOW
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Graduation '95!

v*
The Paper Plum will create a graduation
| announcement especially for you! Go crazy, go
^
contemporary, go traditional, but go to
The Paper Plum for an announcement that's
^
distinctively you!
Bring this ad in and receive a 10% discount

309 j*iKc<\tK (^cutest Q

I

P
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• 957-8047

The Baun E&ness Center
Spring/Summed Jh^pe-Up Special:
Qet in shape Jxow!!

Bring this adSo the Fitness Center before
ring Break and only play $30 for the
_
,
4ter!
I0(

ft. Facility.
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